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Abstract of Thesis 

System lntegration of Automated Mapping / Facilities Management 
at a Utility 

by Dora Cheng 

Master of Science, 1998 

Department of Computer Science, University of Toronto 

This papa addresses the integration of an Automated Mapping / Facilities Management 

system at a utility. For any business, the integration of dl information systems is crucial 

to its efficiency of operation and the integrity of its data. 

The acronym GISIAMIFM stands for Geographical Information System / Automated 

Mapping / Facilities Management. The importance of integrating a GIS/AM/FM system 

with other corporate systems has only corne into recognition in the past few years. 

Previously, GIS/AM/FM systems were generally thought of as high priced technology 

that, due to the nature of the data, must be maintained as standalone systems. 

The level of integration implemented at any site depends mainly on the company's needs, 

resources and existing technology architecture. This papa investigates different ways of 

addressing the various levels of integration of GIS with other corporate systems, and 

examines one approach in detaii. 
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1 .O Introduction 

The amnym GIS/AM/FM stands for Geographical Monnation System / Automated 

Mapping / Facilities Management. The terms GIS and A M E M  are commoniy used 

interchangeably, and in general, au AMiFM system is considered a GIS since the spatiai 

environment of such a mapping system is looked upon as geographical in nature. 

In practice, the two types of systems are delineated by the businesses they support. 

Governent rninistries, municipaiities, environmental agencies, forestries, etc. will use a GIS 

because their interests are more concemed with the topological nahire of various 

geographical areas and the spatial relationship between components. This is the prime focus 

of a GIS. 

On the other hanci, utilities will use an AM/FM system to help track their facilities. Whether 

it be gas or water pipes, electricai or telecommunication wires, etc., these facilities always 

have a spatial location. But as weU, they also form connected networks. This is as expected 

since the main essence of a utiiity is to transport some commodity, be it naturd gas, water, 

electricity, or sound signals. The maintenance of the networks of facilities, especially of 

comectivity, is essential to a utility. An AMlFM system d o w s  the facilities to be mapped 

and managed, thus satis%ng that need. 

The aansportation sector falls somewhere in between these two ends, since it generally 

requires some combination of the strengths of both types of systems. As well, a boorning use 

of the technology that is evolving is termed Business Geographics. This basic p ~ c i p l e  of 

Business Geographics is to use information that can be spatially located to determine 

strategies to enhance the growth of a business. A simple example is finding the optimal 

location for a new store based on demographic data. 



1.1 Scope of This Paper 

This papa addresses the integration of a GIS/AM/FM systern at a utility. Program 

code and data mode1 examples will be specinc to a natural gas utility, but wiU 

generaiiy be applicable to other types of utilities such as eleceic, telephone, cable 

television and water. For any Company or business, the inteption of all information 

systems is crucial to its efficiency of operation and the integrity of its data This credo 

is well known, and much effort has already been expended on the linking of cornmon 

types of information systems such as customer information systems, material 

management systems, human resource systems and budgeting / accomting systems, 

just to name a few. 

However, the importance of integrating a GIS/AM/FM system with other corporate 

information systerns has only corne into recognition in the past couple of years. This 

was due primarily to advancements in the technology that promoted the acceptance of 

a GIS as a corporate system and also dowed the possibility of integration with other 

information systems. Up until that point, a GIS/AM/FM system was generally 

thought of as high priced technology that, due to the nature of the data, must be 

mainîained as a standdone system. 

Today, with the advocacy of open systems that can be weaved together, the 

GIS/AM/FM industry is understanding the importance of addressing the integration 

needs and concerns of thek clients, who will no longer accept an isolated GIS. 

Efforts are under way to design the software differently to offer workable solutions to 

this problem. The level of integration implemented at a specific site depends mainly 

on the company's needs, resouices and existing technology architecture. This papa 

looks at the different ways of addressing the various levels of integration of GIS with 

other corporate systerns. 



2.0 The Evolution of GWAWFM Systems 

It is only in recent years that A M E M  systems have become readily accepted in the 

mimtmm of information technology. This is evidenced by the name of the 1997 AM/FM 

International Conference: Entering the Mainstream. A decade ago,-these types of systems 

were looked upon as leadllig exige, requiring vast arnounts of technical resources and 

computhg power. They had proprietary databases and &ta structures. With only a few large 

vendors supporteci primady by large institutions such as the U.S. Department of Defence, 

there were no standards for either program code or source data 

Thus, customers seeking a geographicai solution to their enterprise ne& were sacidiecl with 

large, cumbersome systems that were not operable with any other system. It was the classic 

case of "special purpose software". That is, software designed to fulfill a specific niche, and 

only for that sinpuiar purpose. interoperability was not a concern due to the specid nature of 

the software. 

''The last ten years have seen incredible advancements in the development of both GIS and 

the many complementary technologies necessary for the fidl empowerment of GIS. The 

development of this emerging science is due in large part to the significant contributions 

made by many individuals in the academic community, in al1 levels of govemment, and in 

private enterprise." 

About two years ago, the Open GIS Consortium (OGC) was formed. This association is 

comprised of representatives from al1 the various aspects of the GIS industry. The group is 

working towards defining standards. In particular, the OGC Open Geodata Interoperability 

Specification is aimed at providing a h e w o r k  that will eventually allow cornpliant GIS 

software to interoperate with other software. 

' Sherman, B. - 'The Positive Impact of OpenGISn - Conference XX Roceedings, AMlFM Intemationai, 1997. 
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2.1 Traditional GIS Architecture 

Due to the complexity involved in providùig solutions to clients with geographical 

needs, GIS vendors had traditionally us& the prevaiiing 1T development methodology 

at the t h e ,  and built their systems ushg layers upon layers of enabling technology. 

Examples of enablers include operating systems, vide0 display cirivers, proprietary 

codulg laquages and development tools, database structures and access, and user 

interface tools. 

Each implementation was customized for the individuai client. The degree of 

customization required lessened over tirne, allowing client sites to more readily take 

advantage of new software developments corn the vendoa. 

In this type of traditional architecture, all the layers of technology were tightly 

coupled. Thus, the system was not open to other systems, and data exchange was 

only available through some sort of mdimentary process of tninsferring data by 

downloading, ûmslating and then uploading. With numerous formats of data to deal 

with, this was usually a highly customued and tedious process requiring the use of 

many filters and conversion utilities. The great effort aside, results were ofien not 

satisfactory, with a degradation in the quality of the &ta. 

One major difficulty in the development of GISIAMIFM systems is the storage and 

maintenance of complex data types, namely those with graphic components and 

spatial features. The spatial data types required by GIS/AM/FM systems have not 

tradîtionaily been handled effectively by mainstream Database Management Systems 

@BMS). Ody in the last two years have we seen developments in this area h m  

major DBMS vendors such as Oracle and Informix. The other problem encountered 

with the storage and handling of GIS/AM/FM data is the management of long 

transactions. 



2.2 Data Management in GISIAM/FM Systems 

The complexity of managing graphieal and spatial data in conjunction with the 

f d a r  "tabular", non-graphical data has resulted in proprietary data structures and 

data access. In the traditional AMFM architecture, this was especiaily necessary for 

the graphic data. Ofien the graphic data was stored in flat files native to some 

Cornputer Aided Drafüng (CAD) program. Then code was added to allow for spatial 

reference or location data, as well as for the Linking to the more traditional attribute 

&ta. Figure 2.1 shows an example of graphics on a screen nom an AM/FM system 

for an electric utility. 

This meant that the use of mainstream DBMSs for GIS data was not possible. Thus, 

all the well known advantages of using a standard DBMS were generally not available 

and had to be built into the GIS separately. Examples of these advantages are 

security, backup and recovery, among other database administration tasks. 

In addition, this also prevented the integration of GIS with other systems through the 

access to a comrnon database. This approach has been taken by many compaties, 

who believe that the integrity and quality of its corporate data is best maintained when 

it is stored in only one place (Le. no redundant data storage). In this approach* 

systems are built around the data according to requirements. 

With a GIS/AM/FM system, it is generally necessary to access and maintain corporate 

&ta. Yet, with the spatial data being maintained in some proprietary format, the 

synchronization of the graphic and non-graphic data becomes difficult. This is 

especially in the case when the non-graphic data is concurrently being updated by 

systems other than the GIS/AM/FM, and the non-graphic data has effects on the 

graphic data. Usually, the graphic data has to be updated to accurately reflect the non- 

graphic data, and yet, this ofien requires manual intervention. In the event that 

graphic updates can be automateci, there must be a very sophisticated system of 

checks in place to ensure spatial data integrity. 





The idea of stroring the spatial da@ withui a relational type database was explored 

and used by s e v d  GIS vendors. In thmry, this would eliminate the multiple fonns 

of data storage. in practice, this had implications on system performance, since the 

graphic data had to be repeatedly found and read h m  the &;base, then interpreted 

and drawn on the srneen. This concept has been adopteci by several of the GIS 

vendors, although success has been pritnariiy with those that have propietary 

databases. 

2.3 Mainstream Database Technology 

Since the early 1990s, one prevailing thought had been that once mainstream DBMSs 

could M1y accommodate spatial and graphic data, then GIS would become simply 

another aspect of mainstream computing. Aithough this has clearly not yet happeneci, 

there have been some recent developments in mainstream DBMS technology that 

provide better suppoa for GIS/AM/FM than was previously available. 

MainStream database vendors have introduced better management of complex data 

types in generai. Furthemore, a number of vendors, including Oracle, InformBr and 

Sybase, have specificaily introduced spatial extensions. These extensions allow for 

the storage and handling of spatial data types such as coordinates, lines and areas. In 

the past, this type of information was stored in binary strings that were often called 

"BLOBS". Application code would be required to interpret this information and to 

maintain indices in order to allow efficient queries. Thus, the spatial data could not 

be recognized and handled by the tmls that are native to standard DBMSs. 

In order to ease the integration of a GIS with other systems, the mainstream DBMS 

would be required not ody to store the GIS data, but also to support standard access 



methods to the data This would d o w  application developers to take advantage of 

existing development skills and twls. 

The primary standard for data access is currently SQL (Standard Query Lauguage). 

The existing SQL standard is lmown as SQL 92 or SQU,  and does not cover complex 

data types, including spatial &ta types. The next major version of the SQL standard 

is expected to provide support for more complex data types and operators, and would 

define specific spatial data types and operators. However, the SQL3 standard is not 

expected to be finalized for several years. 

Another issue separate h m  the storage and access of GIS data in a mainStream 

database is the distribution of the processing work done by the DBMS. Generally, in 

a ciient-server environment, the processing is either heavy on the server side or on the 

client side. 

With mainstream DBMSs, particularly the relational DBMSs, the processing 

architecture is heavily server oriented The client machines are basically responsible 

only for the issuance of the queries and to receive the r d t s .  Al1 of the major 

processing is done on the database server. This type of architecture is designed for 

handling fairly simple queries that r e m  small arnounts of data, and is quite suitable 

for many of the basic types of information systems. 

However, a GIS/AM/FM system differs fiom other traditional systems in that one of 

its most cornmon operations is the redraw of the screen. Here, the screen redraw 

operation usiirilly requires a large amount of computing resources as weU as a 

significant amount of data If a DBMS could support the GIS screen redraw in an 

efficient manner by interactively retrieving the appropriate records quickly, then the 

architecture and application development of a GIS/AM/FM system would be greatly 

simplified. 



The problern is that a GIS g e n d y  requVes the retrievd of hmdreds or perhaps 

thousands of records in order to accommodate a screen redraw. Furthermore, these 

records may be h m  many diffefent tables, and the predicate for the query is o h  

very compiex and based on spatial relationships. To make matters even more 

difficult, this operation must be done in a matter of a few seconds, since the screen 

redraw one of the most basic operations in a GIS and is perfomed numemus times, 

often one aiter another. 

In a traditional processing architecture with a mümtmam DBMS, this will create 

signifiant performance problems. If numerous GIS clients are making requests on 

the same semer at the same the ,  the work on that server is outstanding. Also, since 

large amounts of data are required for the screen redraw, this will cause problems in 

network traffic. 

To avoid the kinds of problems mentioned above, a different architecture may be used 

where the processing is mainly done on the client machines. This is usually 

implemented by the GIS vendor, typically using a cache mecbanism on the client. A 

few of the object oriented DBMSs support this type of architecture. However, as 

cited earlier, the relational DBMSs generally do not provide this support. 

'The biggest single drawback of standard DBMSs for M M  is their lack of 

capability in the area of handling long transactions and version management. Long 

transactions are hdamental to planning and design work processes in a utility, but 

they are hdamentally different tiom the short transactions which mainstream 

DBMSs are designed to handle."2 

Batty, P. - "h Mainstream Databas Technology Ready for AM/FM/GIS?" - Conference XX Pmceedings, 
AM/FM International, 1997. 



The long transaction probiem is well knom in GIS discussions. The key point is that 

in a utility where planning and design work is an essential part of the work done in a 

AMiFMfGIS system, the units of work involveci u d y  constitute wbat is commody 

hown as a long transaction. Long transactions last far longer than the several 

seconds typically required by short transactions. Long transactions may 1 s t  for hours, 

days or even weeks. 

When we are in an environment with multiple users, the DBMS w i U  usually use a 

locking mechanism during a transaction in order to ensure data integrity. This is fine 

for short transactions but certainly not practical for long transactions. Version 

management is the phrase used to refer to another related issue, where there is a need 

to manage several different designs for the same unit of work These two issues 

together form an area of concem that is almost exclusive for GIS/AM/FM systems 

and not for other systems. 

Up to now, the major relational DBMS vendors have not addressed these concerns. 

In general, they have not announced any plans to do so. Some of the object onented 

DBMS vendors have provided support for long transactions. However, their 

approaches are not sophisticated, and in general, these DBMSs are still not M y  

developed and proven as are the relational DBMSs. 

This means that the AMlFM vendors are left to develop their own solutions to the 

long transaction problem. Again, this is usudy implemented by means of some 

separate and proprietary database or through the requirexnents of additional locks by 

which ail other systems m u t  also adhere. Since these additional locks are not 

mstintained by the standard DBMS, adherence to their locks must be implemented 

through code, adding burden to application development and maintenance. 



3.0 Levels of Systems lntegration 

There are various levels at which a GiS/AM/FM system cm be integrated with other systems. 

There are a number of factors that drive the integration level decision for each individual 

Company If we consider a cost and benef3 tradeoff analysis, then the primary benefit is the 

quality of the company's data. Here the tenn quality is referring to the currency, the integrïty 

and the availability of the data. 

Data cwency is generally used in relationship to the t h e  delay for the most current data to 

reach ali their destination databases. Obviously, if there is only one central database, then the 

data is considered to be aiways current, unless their is some interfacing mechanism that the 

data must pass through, fiom the source where it is collected to the final destination where it 

is available to aii users. 

The integrity of &ta refers to how accurately a set of data reflects a point in time, though not 

necessarily the most current point in tirne. In other words, data integrity ensures that the data 

is not cormpted by some means, u d y  by careless application development or poor 

management of transactions, particularly those transactions that apply to different databases. 

Data availability pertains to the accessibility of the data to al1 applications and ai1 users that 

require it. This also encompasses the access capabilities that users will have on the data 

through the various applications. Access capabilities include create, read, update and delete 

rights. This issue becomes even more complex when one considen multiple applications and 

multiple databases where access is not necessarily reciprocal. That is, a given application 

may have certain access capabilities to data that are principally managed by another 

application. However, that second application may not have the same access capabilities on 

the data managed by the first application. 



The values of integrated systems have been widely promoted. The benefits being touted go 

beyond the primary ones discussed above. However, when examined in cioser detail, most 

benefits are as a secondary resdt of high @ty data. 



4.0 lmplementation Criteria for lntegration 

There are a number of criteria that must be considered and weighed in deciding the Ievel of 

integration between a GIS/AM/FM system and other corporate information systems. The 

above discussion outlines the benefits. However, there are costs to integrating systems, and 

partidarly when a GIS is invoived. Here, the cost factors are not simply dollars, although 

some may argue that aU factors have an effect on the bottom line figure. 

The initial upfiont cost consideration is the price of actud integration products as  weU as the 

cost of implementing them. There are also the obvious costs for hardware, networking needs, 

and software modification or developmeat. These costs depend greatiy on the level of 

integration desirecl, the integration technique chosen, and the company's current computing 

environment. 

Another critena that often drives the integration decision is the amount of t h e  available for 

implementation and roll out. Cleariy, time must be ailottecl for any integration effort. The 

length of tirne required depends on the sophistication of the i n t e e o n  and the systems 

involved, the current level of integration, and the availability of pe r so~e l  with the 

appropriate expertise. 

System performance is another factor to be considered. Queries, data retrieval, updates, and 

other related operations such as the screen redraw in a GIS must have an acceptable 

execution speed. 

Once an integration solution is Unplemented, it must be maintained. The major@ of the 

sdministrative efforts are focused on the administration of the databases. There are the 

common database adminstrative tasks such as security, backup and recovery. But in addition, 

there is the need to ensure adherence to business rules and constraints. This can cause great 

detriment to data integrity if these rules and coIlSffaints are not followed 



The imp1ementation of business d e s  on the data is ideaily done as close to the data as 

possible, most likeIy at the database level. If not, then d e s  must be coded into individual 

applications or they must be foiIowed by the users when inputting the data. The former 

increases the cost of application development and maintenance, partidarly if the d e s  are 

Likely to change and if there are multiple applications involved. Thelatta will be a setback 

for positive user acceptance of the systems, and will ofien result in the lost of some of the 

benefits that were identified in the initial business cases that justined the cost of the systems. 

Finally, there should be consideration of the impact that various integration approaches wiU 

have on the companfs current computing environment and existing applications. Some 

approaches will r q u k  more changes, to either the environment or the existing applications 

or both. Thought must ais0 be given to the firture, and how well the integration will hold up 

as the number of applications, databases or users increase. 



5.0 lntegration Approaches 

The optimal solution to the problem of integrating a GIS/AM/FM systern with other 

information systems in a company would be to have all of the company's data, including the 

GIS data, stored in one standard mahtmm database. This way, the data wouid always be 

c-t and data integrity checks could be built in at the database level and managed by the 

DBMS. Application development and maintenance wouid be simplified, and data would be 

readily accessible to many applications. Adjustments for growth and system performance are 

easier to make with the advanceci tecbnical capabilities of the DBMS. Database 

administration wouid be simplifiai since there would oniy be one DBMS to deal with. The 

cost of moving aii company data to one database can be very high though, depending on the 

cornpanYs current computing environment. Cost aside however, as discussed previously, this 

is not currently feasible given the present state of both the database industry and the GIS 

indusay. 

Since the preferred integraton approach is currentiy not viable, there are a number of other 

approaches to consider. As well, there are products available for helping integration. These 

are often referred to as middleware. "Unfortunately, not one technique cm be used for every 

htegration problem. Typicaiiy, even on a single project, different techniques must be 

combined to solve the problems that will be encountered with the different databases. 

Similarly, no single integration product can be used for every integration problem." 

5.1 lntegration Middleware 

There are numerou software products, or middleware, commercially available to help 

with the integration of systems. These tools typically aid in communication with 

- 

Londci, T. - "Database htegration: C r i t h  and Techniquesn - Conference XX Proceediags. AMFh4 
Intemationai, 1997. 



extemal databases, whether it be at an application level at a database level or as a 

middle layer between applications and databases. 

Often, an integration tool set wiU have predetennined database standards or network 

protocols. Thus, it is generally wise to consider an integration product only after the 

technology environment is known. ûtherwise, the product may not be flexible 

enough to meet the requkments while complying with chosen standards. 

As weU, the middleware may have certain ways in which it communicates with the 

extemal databases. These methods may not always comply with the data access 

protocols set by individual companies. For example, in some companies, the database 

administration group will strictly forbid the use of dynamic SQL. That is, al1 database 

access is through the use of triggers and stored procedures. The rat iode behind this 

policy is two fol& It helps to ensure sound pafomiance since al1 stored procedures 

can be optimized and appropriate indices added if required. Database performance 

can never be hindered or hdted by an inefficient request that talces up al1 the DBMS 

resources. As well, it provides an extra layer of secuity on the database. Data c m  

only be accessed in these set ways, and usas (or applications) c m  be given rights to 

nui only certain stored procedures. 

If the middleware will only send requests to the extemal database by generating 

dynamic SQL, and is not capable of using stored procedures, then this middleware 

will not be acceptable in any environment that instils the above policy. This was the 

case at Consumers Gas when certain middeware were being considered to help 

integrate the AMFM system with the company's corporate relational database. 

5.1.1 Application Level lntegration Tools 

htegration products are available that provide mechanisms to allow an 

application to communkate with an extemal database that is not inherently 



supported by the application. For example, the AM/FM system with its own 

intemal database needs to talk to the corporate relational database, but the GIS 

software does not support this database. 

Depending on the sophistication of the middleware, the cost of the middleware 

is generally not expensive in relation to the cost of other system and database 

software. Furthemore, this cost, dong with the increased cost in 

implementing and maintaining the middleware, c m  be balanceci by the 

potential savings in application development and maintenance. These savings 

can be &ed since the interface to the database will be simplified and 

standardized This is especiaiiy if there are multiple databases and the 

middleware is capable of providing a single intefice to ali the databases. 

The main downfâll here is potential poor system performance. With the 

addition of  another layer that the application has to go through to get to the 

data, there will always be some effect on pei-fonnance. Depending on the 

product and the way it is implemented, this downgrade in performance can be 

signi ficant. 

5.1.2 Database Level lntegration Tools 

These integration tools help one database communicate with another database. 

Thus, data h m  an extemal database is available to a system as if it were fiom 

its own intemal database. For example, an application in an AMlFM system 

requires data that is not stored locaily in the AM/FM database. The 

middleware can help mate  a structure where the AMlFM application a n  

request the data as if it were local, and the internai database would access the 

data fiom the extemal database. 



This type of middleware is ofien available h m  the mainstream database 

vendors as an add on suite of products designed specifically for the given 

DBMS. There are also products h m  independent vendors. These types of 

integration products are generally much higher in price than the integration 

products for applications discussed above. In addition, the cost to implement 

and administer is also higher. 

Aithough the cost is bigger, the benefits that dabbase level integration can 

achieve are also bigger. In general, the quaiity of the data should be better: 

more timeiy, more easily accessible to applications, and high integrity. 

5.1.3 Middleware for an Integration Layer 

The idea b e b d  this type of middleware is to provide a tool set by which the 

developers can build a layer that is used as the one interface for al1 

applications to all databases. In theory, this is a sound notion, with many 

benefits. In practice however, this can be extremely complex and costly, a 

huge undertaking. 

The middleware itseif is significantly more expensive than any of the other 

types of middleware cited above. Tbe implementation costs of building, 

installing, rnaintaining and administering this middle layer can be tremendous. 

As well, many existing applications would have to be changed to adapt to the 

new middle layer interface. Furthemore, much customization is required to 

build the integration layer with the middleware. Thus, some of the advantages 

associateci with the use of ready made packages, iike ease of maintenance and 

upgrade, are iost 

Performance is obviously not expected to be as good as when an application 

goes directty to a database. The amount of degradation in performance is 



difficult to predict, since it will depend on a number of fktors such as the 

middleware used, the databases, the applications, and the way the pieces are 

implemented. 

The corn and effort to use this technology is typicalIy huge, but the benefits are 

also large. With one singie point of contact for all applications to any 

database, the data is readily available. The data is also current since it is 

accessed directly h m  the database through the interface. Data integrity is 

enmred by the DBMS housing the data, and by the middleware in its 

management of a i l  transactions against the data. Finally, once the integration 

layer is in place, it should help ease future application development and 

should be easily scalable if the number of applications or databases increases 

in the future. 

5.2 Overview of Four Basic Approaches 

There are many techniques that an individual Company can use to integrate their 

systems. For integrating a GIS/AM/'FM system with other corporate systems, the 

following is a grouping of the techniques hto four basic integration approaches. 

There is not one best approach, and the choice of the course to take must be 

individually made, depending on the criteria discussed earlier. 

It is possible to begin with a more mdimentary approach that is easier and fster to 

implement, then move towards a more complex, sophisticated approach as time and 

resources allow. Somehes, this is a seeming necessity, especially if systems are 

being developed concurrentiy, and most ofien, under separate projects. In this case, 

designing and building an elaborate interface while the interfacing systems are not 

finaiized is gready harnpered by the uncertainty of the finished systems. It is like 

trying to build a bridge between two moving targets. 



The decision whetha or not to use middleware or any packaged supporthg software 

must also be investigatd Again, the choice of middleware is ofien dependent on the 

structure of the systems to be integrated, as weiI as on the technology architecture in 

which the systems exist. So the decision is better made after there is firm grasp on 

what the final systems will look like and where they wilI reside. Since a simpler 

integration approach will generally have less middleware associated it, this is an 

additional reason why one may want to start with a more elementary approach and 

progress to a more complex approach. Other decision factors have been discussed in 

the previous section. 

The first of the four approaches to integrating a GIS/AM/FM system as a part of a 

corporate solution is the simplat h m  the GIS side. Although not really a true 

integration of systems, the idea is to make GIS information available in a usefid form 

to al1 who need it, The notion is that information becomes far more valuable if it is 

shared across a Company. Thus, instead of trying to integrate the GISIAMIFM system 

into the enterprise, try to intepte the GIS data into the enterprise. 

This approach is to basically leave the GIS/AM/FM system as a standalone system, 

but extract the appropriate data from the GIS that is valuable for important decision 

making, and make it available to users across the enterprise. The technology that 

supports this is called a data warehouse. In the early 1990 '~~ the concept of a data 

warehouse started to become known at trade conferences. Data warehousing has 

since become widely publicized, and is considered to be a new techology that offers 

an efficient way to provide decision support infornation where it is needed, and an 

integration of enterprise data in a usefd and effective environment. 

The second approach again basically leaves the GIS/AM/FM system on its own, but 

here, data that are in both the GIS and any e x t d  information system are tramferreci 

via a download and upload mechanism. This transfer is typically run on a regularly 



scheduled basis. The fiecpency of the transfers depends on how critical it is that the 

two systems remain synchronized. 

Although this intaface can be biairectional, it is typically uni-directional. Once the 

company decides which system is the master of the data, then the data is extracted 

h m  that system's database and uploaded into the otha system's database. With an 

AM/FM system in a utility, the situation is often that some corporate or legacy system 

is the owner of the non-graphic information about the companyk facilities, and the 

GIS is responsible for maintahhg the graphic information. In this case, the extract of 

data is fiom some e x t d  database and the upload is into the AM/FM system. 

The main advantage of this approach is cost. It is relatively inexpensive to implement 

since no special soha re  is required. Required changes to the databases are minimal, 

and DBMS tools for exporting and importing data may be helpfid. The majonty of 

the work needed is to write the software to extract and load the &ta, then set up the 

network hfhstnicture to allow the digital transfer of the data. 

This approach should not require much change to the exisbng systems. There is 

generally little increased burden on &tabase administration for either system. System 

performance should not be affecte4 since the transfer can usually be done in off 

hours. 

There are however, several shortcomings to this approach, mostly to do with the 

quality of the &ta. First and foremost is the currency of the data. Typically, the data 

transfer is done, at best, overnight, but often on a longer intenral. Thus, if stale data 

can be the cause of poor decisions then this issue becomes more critical. In a utility, 

where an AM/FM system keeps track of the utility's facilities in the real world, bad 

decisions made on stale data can be very damaging, causing outages or worse, 

creating harmfid incidents. 



Data integrity is also at risk with this approach. Generally, with an AMIFM system, 

data integrity is checked and maintaïneci by the system when data is input into the 

system via the normal methods. But here, the data extract is being loaded directly 

hto the database. Although some data integrity checks can and are usually buiit into 

an AMlFM database, others are typically lefi at the application level. This is done for 

system performance reasons. 

Thus, when data is back loaded directiy into the AMlFM database, a lot of checking 

must be done on the data. Furthexmore, in order to incorporate the graphic portion of 

the data, it is almost dways that manual intervention is required But this means that 

until some operator cm incorporate the correct changes, the database c a .  hold 

incomplete or inaccurate data. 

A M e r  related disadvantage is that since the data in the AM/FM system is a copy of 

some master version maintaineci elsewhere in another system, care must be taken that 

changes are not made in the AM/FM system that could put the two systems out of 

synchronization, thus destroying corporate data integrity. 

Finally, if this approach is the oniy one used, and the number of systems or the 

number of databases grow, then the nurnber of copies of data grows muitipIicatively. 

That is, the number of copies is d l y  the number of systems multiplied by that 

number minus one. This results in lots of redundant data, which shouId be rninimized 

as much as possible. 

The third approach is to have the applications communicate with the extemal 

databases of other systems, thereby integrating the systems. This means that the 

applications must have the ability to communicate with multiple databases. 

Furthemore, the databases of the external systems must at least allow other 

applications to retrieve information fiom the database directly. 



Like the second approach, this approach is also relatively quick and easy to 

impiement. However, the complexity of this technique varies, dependhg on a 

number of factors: the use of application building tools and their capabilities, the 

sophistication of the GIS application prognimming interfaces (APIS), the degree to 

which the GIS software opens up its database, whether the inteiface is one way or two 

way, whether access is read only or update, the existing network and communications 

infrastructure, and the number of applications and databases involved 

Many application development tools such as PowerBuilder, SQLWindows and Delphi 

have the ability to communicate with multiple databases. Of late, many GIS/AM/FM 

products also provide the capability to taik to multiple databases, either directly or 

through APIS. The GIS/AM/FM products are also opening up their databases to other 

applications, although the spatial and graphic data is almost aiways not available or 

not usable by external applications due to the need to interpret the information, which 

is inherently built into the GIS software. 

It is obvious that a one way interface is simpler than a two way interface. This, in 

conjunction with the database access levels required (Le. read only or updatable), has 

significant effect on the integrity of the data. Unless very comprehensive checks are 

programmeci in at the database level, the possibility of the multiple databases being 

out of synchronization and of compt data is more probable because the extemal 

applications do not generally build in the integriw checks for data in extemal systems 

to the same rigid standard as for their own system. Furthemore, if update is required, 

then an application may have to manage transactions across multiple databases. 

Since the applications need direct communication lines with the databases in external 

systems, this approach requira a better network bhstnicture and communication 

capabiiities than the simplistic file transfer needs of the second approach. This rnay 

lead to a need to upgrade the existing technology in a Company, which increases the 

cost of this approach. 



The number of applications and databases, both now and into the firme, affect the 

complexity and cost of this approach. The friture application and database 

quirements are important here, because this method does not scale up well when 

there is an increase in either factor. In fact, unless every system is expected to remain 

static, and business d e s  are very stable, the maintenance costs associateci with this 

approach can become significant. 

The performance of the systems will depend on how well the applications hande 

access to multiple databases, how the data is stored, and the amount of &ta required 

Of course, the network traffic and communications capabilities of the computing 

environment are also factors. Although the data are accessible ?O all  applications that 

are integrated with this approach, the data is generally not available to other 

applications. 

One advantage of this approach is that the data accessed is always current, since it is 

retrieved h m  its home database. As well, this is relatively easy and fast to 

impiement, since it requires litîle change to existing databases. However, the cost of 

maintenance and the probability of poor data integrity must be weighed when 

considering this approach. 

The final approach is to integrate the systems at the database level, rather than at the 

application levei. Here, the applications are deveioped and operate as if the data were 

stored locaiiy in its own system database. For example, GIS/AM/FM applications are 

built on the assumption that the data are available locally. The system database then 

retrieves the data and presents the data to the applications as they are needed, whether 

the data are stored locally or in an extemal database. If the data are extemal, then the 

DBMS will cornmunicate with the e x t e d  database ?O retrieve the data. 



Middleware may be required to facilitate the communication between databases. 

Otherwise, databases may have utilities available to enable the co~~~muaication. 

These utilities may be built in or they may be add 011s. 

This approach may be modined to accommodate two issues reiated to AMlFM 

systems and data. These issues have been previously discussed and are: performance 

issues related to screen redraw, and data integrity, particularly between the graphical 

and non-graphicd data The screen redraw is a common operation in an AM/FM 

system, and requires an abundance of database records. As such, the data recpired for 

screen redraws may have to be siored l d y  in order for the screen redraw to occur at 

an acceptable s p d  This typically means that all graphical and spatial data, dong 

with al1 non-graphical data that may have an effect on the graphies, should be stored 

locdy in the AM/FM database. 

The issue with data integrity is to ensure that the graphical data matches the non- 

graphicd data that they are supposed to depict. Furthmore, the comectivity of a 

utility's faciiities m u t  be accurately maintained- This is much easier to check and 

maintain when ail the related data is in one physical database. Other systems have 

üttle or no use for the gniphic data. Thus, the solution to this issue is similar to the 

solution for the fint issue. That is, it may be wise to store all the AM/FM data, both 

grisphical and non-graphical in the local system databitse. 

Therefore, the modified approaches to integration here are either to have data emanate 

h m  the AMEM system, or to have redmdant data in the AM/FM system and use the 

database cornmunication to keep the data in the various databases synchronized. In 

the former approach, there would be limits on the access rights of other systems on 

the AMlFM data. Specificaily, other systems wodd be limited to read only access. 

The latter approach is more viable, allowing the possibility of updates in more than 

one system on the same data. 



The cost of implementing this type of Uitegmtion approach is typically hi& more 

than the other approaches mentioned. Middleware products are often necasary, and 

these tend to be more costiy than other types of middleware. Even database utilities 

have a high cost associated with them. Furthemore, the development and 

implementation of this approach generally requires a notahie amount of database 

administration, incorporating database changes and requiring highly technical 
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However, there are many advantages with this approach. The data is generally 

current, since it is either accessed dKectly h m  its home database, or it is 

automaticdy updated on an irnrnediate basis. Data integrity is maintained by the 

individual systems owning the data thn,ugh their own integrity checks and by the 

transaction management of the associated DBMSs. There are few changes, if any, 

required of existing applications. New applications may be built in a similar marner, 

exploiting existing development twls and ski11 sets. 

This approach scales up well since an increase in the number of applications will have 

no effect. An increase in the number of databases will require additional interfaces, 

but the number of interfaces grows only linearly. Data availability is dependent on 

the middleware or the databases used Data is g e n d l y  accessible by any application, 

but the access level may be restricted. That is, there may be restrictions on the 

applications that can have more than read only access (i.e. have update access), and 

the access may be in one direction only. 



6.0 Examination of a Batch Transfer Technique 

A batch transfer approach to integrating a GIS/AM/FM system with other corporate systems 

is based on the idea of using a database download and upload mecha- in order to keep alI 

databases synchronized, Although this method is not as timely as  other methods, it is less 

costiy and can generally be implemented in less the. Thus, this mahoci can o h  be used as 

a bridge mtiI time and resotuces are avaifable to implement a more elaborate me- This 

method is ofien sufficient for installations where the currency of data is not crucial and the 

data modek are relatively stable. 

The fundamental steps involved in designhg and building an interface based on the batch 

transfer notion are as foliows: 

1. Connlm the physical &ta models for each system and mate  a mapping for 

mutually used data. 

2. Detemine the direction(s) of data transfer and the &ta extraction criteria 

3. Set an agreeable format for the transfer file. 

4. Create SQL scripts for extracting the required data and building the download file. 

5. Design a data loader to accept the download file and upload the contents to the 

database. 

6. Enhance the loader to track al1 batch transfer transactions for end user interaction. 

The implementation and deplopent of this data transfer method can also be done in a 

stepwise fashon. At the outset, the download scripts and the &ta loader can be m a n d y  nin 

at predetennined times. The tninsfer file could be sent electronically by the person running 

the download. When this rnethod is provm and stable, it is simply a matta of removhg the 

manuai intervention by automatically ninning each program at set intervals. There are many 

utilities available that aid in launching prognuns at set tirnes. As well, the major operating 

systems &O provide sirnilar facilities. 



Physical Data Model Mapping 

Before an interface can be designed between two systems with separate databases, 

each database must be established and stable. Cleariy an interfàce cannot be buiIt 

between two movhg targets. In an ideal situation, al l  information systems in one 

corporation would access the same data that resides in one and only one place. This is 

the principle of the relational database concept If this were the case, an interface 

wodd not be required or at most, would be very simplistic. 

Unfortunately, an AMlFM system cannot use the same physical relationai database 

that is designed for use in other corporate information systems. This is due to the 

difference in data retrieval needs of an AM/FM system cornpared to other information 

systems. 

With the majonty of information systems that make up an enterprise computing 

environment, the requirement of the database is to provide the data through various 

channels to the applications. Thus, the access to the data depends on the business 

function of each application. To provide this access capability, the physicd data 

models are usually normaked. This means that the database tables are split vertically 

into smailer tables that represent individual logical business entities. An illustration 

of this is shown in Figure 6.1, which represents a normalized data mode1 for the gas 

main leg, which is one type of physicai plant (i.e. facility) in a gas utility. The Entity 

Relationship Diagram (ERD) in the figure was generated fiom ERWin, a Windows 

based tool for designing and building relational databases. 





In an AM/FM system for the same utility, the data model illustrateci will result in poor 

performance. The nature of AMlFM systam is to retrieve information more often 

based on spatial and graphitai attributes rather than the purely descriptive amibutes 

required by other systems. Most other idormation systems wil l  want to retrieve 

related data about an individual entity, usually identifid b y  a unique key. But an 

AM/FM system will generally need to retrieve data about many entities based on 

where they are located graphicaily in the rnapping composent of the system. Most 

end u s a  wïil want to find a partidar area in a map. Even when an individual item 

is king located, the need is usually to see what the item is connected to and what is in 

the surou11ding area. 

If the AM/FM software stores the spatial attributes in a database, then there is u d y  

some type of quad tree mechanism used to help identiQ what objects are in a given 

area. If the software uses a flat graphic file approach, then the graphics in each fde 

are linked to the corresponding database records. Either way, there is k t  a need to 

identify the database records required, thai to find and retrieve thern in order to 

redraw the screen. There are usually many records to retrieve, possibly numbering 

into the hundreds. Furthemore, since the graphics drawn are usually based on tabular 

attributes, it is crucial that the information stored is only that which is important to the 

graphical nature of the object at hand Other related information can be retrieved 

h m  the corporate database when an individual object has been selected by the end 

user. 

Figure 6.2 illustrates the physical data model for an AMlFM database for the same 

type of plant as shown in Figure 1. The primary difference is the need to store all 

tabular descriptive attributes in one table vernis across many tables joined by cross 

reference tables. Also, there are generally fewer attributes stored in an AlWFM 

system, due to the need to store graphical information that will consume a lot of 

space. 



Figure 6.2 - Physical Data Model of a Gas Main Leg 
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Pnor to the design of an interface, it is a very good idea to study the two physical data 

models and identify a mapping between individual data fields in each system. Since 

the AM/FM data model is almost always srnaller than the corporate data model, it is 

usually sufficient to only idenfi& the fields in the corporate database to which the 

fields in the database are mapped. This rnapping will not ody provide the 

foundation on which the interface can be built, but will be vital when changes occur 

in either system database. It will provide the starthg point fkom which one can assess 

the impact nom a change on the interface, and where modifications will have to be 

made in the interface. 

Figure 6.3 shows an example of a mapping for one type of plant between an AM/FM 

database and a corporate database at a natuml gas utility. The complete mapping is 

included in Appendix A. Note the greater number of tables that must be traversai in 

the corporate database in order to h d  related information about a given object. For 



example, the main leg entity in the GIS is mapped to the main leg entity in Sybase, 

plus three other entities. When pbysically implemented, each of these entities 

corresponds to a database table, and related tables are accessed through cross 

reference tables or through foreign key relationships. 

Figure 6.3 - Data Mapping of a Gas Main Between a GIS and a Sybase Database 
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6.2 Data Ownership and Extraction Criteria 

At this point, the fiinctional recphments of the interface must be set. Like any other 

application, the business needs should be cietennineci and evaluated against the 

technology, time and resources available to arrive at an agreeable solution to the 

integration problem. For this type of interface, the two most important factors are the 

direction(s) in which data will be tramferreci, and the criteria to be used for extracthg 

the data 

The direction of data tramfer is diredy dependent on where ownership of the data 

lies. If the Company has employed the basic elements of &ta architecture in devising 

its data model, then &ta ownership should already be detemllned. Here the owner of 

the data refers to the application(s) and corresponding database(s) that have the 

responsibility of guanuiteeing data integrity. For any business area, and cenainly with 

AM@M data, ownership of the data for that area may be split among several 

applications. 

For example, in the gas utility, we had the situation where one large application with a 

number of sub-applications had complete ownership of the non-graphic facility data. 

This application stored its data in the corporate database, which is where other 

corporate systems such as accounting would access the facility data. However, the 

AM/FM systern was deemed to have ownership of the graphic facility data. The 

AMIFM system had to ensure that the graphics accurately reflected the corresponding 

non-graphic data. 'This is typical for AMEM systems for two rasons. F k t ,  since 

there is aiready rnuch processing required to deal with the graphics and connectivity 

of networks of plant, then adding fiutha data checking will ofken result in 

unacceptable system performance. Second, most utilities have an existing legacy 

system and database where other systems have traditionally gone for facility data. It 

is already a huge undertaking to convert the graphic data. Adding the need to 



translate non-graphic data is something that is not embraced by the usual risk 

avoiding utility with a tight budget 

Determining ownership of &ta also means ensuring that the business process flow 

follows where by the owning system is the first recipient of the data Then, assuming 

that the data is always correct fiom this system, the data will flow from this system. 

Complicated two way transfers of data with both systems updatuig the same data 

should be avoided using this batch technique. The possibility of data corruption is 

simply too great. 

In the case of the gas urility, it was detemiined that the data would be transferred from 

the corporate Sybase database into the AM/FM database. Since the applications that 

upgraded the non-graphic data were currently capturing data in the field, it would be 

the first application in the work process to receive and manage the data. As such, 

sophisticated triggers and stored procedura were already built into the Sybase update 

r o u ~ e s .  The data could be assumed to be correct from the corporate database, and 

the musfer to the AMKM database would not require additional checks for integriv. 

The h t  step in determining the extraction cnteria is to look at the business needs and 

the work flow. If work is segregated by preset bounded areas, and the work is 

controlled individually within each area, then the data transfer would be more 

effective if the data were exwcted by area, and the transfer could be scheduled 

according to each ara's needs. This is especially the case if each area has its own 

AMiFM system database. 

Alternatively, there may be reason to extract by some type of identifier for the person 

respomible for the data. This is generally the person who inputs the data at the 

source. Then it would be possible for the individual to complete his or her work in 

the AMI'FM system. Another possibility is to extract by field project or work order. 



Of course, ail of these possibilities presuppose that there is a field within the non- 

graphic database that wiîi delineate the records. 

Finally, it is almost certain that oniy the new and c b g e d  &ta should be transferred 

How this is accomplished depends on the sophistication of the applications and the 

setup of the database administrative hctions. In g e n d ,  either the database 

transaction log can be used to capture all new and updated records, or the thne stamp 

on the records can be used to determine whether they are new or changed. 

At the gas utility, we used the thne stamp as the prirnary criteria for extraction. To 

ease the division of work in maintaining the uploaded data, we also segmented the 

data downioads by gmups of map areas. Each facility record carried the map (also 

known as an atlas plate) on which it is located 

The one minor problem that this presented was the inability to determine whether the 

record was new or altered. The time stamp only indicated the last t h e  that a record 

was touched and updated, not whether this was a new record or an altered existing 

record. It waç decided that the receiving A.M/FM system would deal with this issue. 

6.3 Transfer File Format 

The task of agreeing upon a format for the data transfer file(s) is a straightfomard 

one, but irnperative before either the download prognun or the upload program can be 

designed and built The importance of this file format is obvious since it is the output 

fiom one process and the input into the other. 

The fh part of this task is to devise the blueprint of the physical file layout. We will 

make the assumption that the file will be an ASCII me. Examples of other factors to 

consider are: 



WïU there be one file for every type of pl- or wili there be separate files for 

each type of plant? If there is only one file, then how will the record. be 

delineated? (i.e. WU there be some type of header record that separates the 

various types of plant, or will each individual record cary some type of 

identifier?) A significant part of the answer to this issue is dependent on 

where the source data is residing. it is ofien the case that data for certain types 

of plant are kept in legacy databases and updated by legacy systems whiie data 

for 0 t h  types have been transformed into more modem systems with newer 

relational database technology. In this case, it is highly impractical, if not 

impossible to have only one tramfer file. 

How will fields in the records be separated? That is, wili they be of a 

predetermined size and padded by blanks, or will there be some sort of fieid 

delineation chanicter used? If the fields are of a preset size, then will they be 

padded with blanks on the left or the right side of the data; or will this depend 

on the type of data, whether numeric or text? Lf a field separation symbol is 

useci, then can you be ceriain that the character does not appear anywhere in 

the data? 

How will records in the file be separated? This is usually accomplished by the 

use of a carriage retum, but there may be reason to use some other end of line 

character, for the benefit and ease of either the download or the upload 

program- 

In the gas utility, we decided that there would be separate files for the various types of 

plant. This was for ease of the downioad process, since data for certain types of plant 

were still not completely transformed into the new corporate relational database, and 

for completeness, was best extracteci h m  the legacy systems. We decided the 

records would be separated by carriage retums, and the fields would be separated by 

the 1 character. This was the standard delineation character used by the Sybase (Le. 



corporate) database administrators, and a thorough scan of the data assured us that the 

character did not appear in any of the facility data. 

When the physical transfer file layout has been decida then the next issue is where 

data formahg wili be done in order that data king importeci into the receiving 

system will adhere to the system's data model. Nthough it may seem that the data 

models of two systems housing the same data should match exactly (at l es t  in the 

size and format of corresponding &ta fields), this is often not feasible with AM/FM 

systems. 

One reason is the need for M M  systems to display the data graphically on a map. 

While a corporate relational database may store data in a more detailed descriptive 

format, the AM/FM system may want to store it in a more compact manner such that 

it can be readily drawn on the screen without need for refonnatting. Another possible 

reason is when data are coming h m  a legacy system, and the Company has decided to 

change the format in which they store the data. 

Finally, the AMRM systern will often want to deal witb the data fiom the corporate 

systems with a coarser granuiarity, again for the benefit of the graphical 

repraentations on a map. This has an effect on data fields that are govemed by 

specified pick lists of possible entries. Pick list is the general tem used to refer to a 

list of set values fiom which the value for a certain data field can be chosen. Many 

common application development tools provide for automatic irnplementation of pick 

lists. The AM/FM system may want to group certain enaies together to form a 

broader classification. 

Where pick Iists and field format specifications are used in the receiving system, it 

must be ensured that the &ta being fed into its database adheres to the listed values 

and formats. Whether this is done in the downloading prograrn or the uploading 

prograrn must be decided here. This is crucial since the data will not be passing 



h u g h  the normal channels of data entry where it will be checked by the system 

software. At the gas utility, we decided that the AM/FM upload program (Le. the 

receiving system) w d d  be respomible for ensuring that the data adheres to the 

system daîa mode1 and is accurate in its interpretation. 

6.4 SQL Scripts for Downloading Data 

The use of SQL (Stnictured Query Language) assumes the storage of &ta in a 

standard relational database with a database management system that adheres to the 

ANSI standards. If this is not the case, then at least, the database should provide 

some type of interfacing Ianguage. 

At the gas utiiity, the intent was to make Sybase the new corporate database. 

However, there was much legacy data, manageci by Iegacy systems. The overhaul of 

the technology infkstructure would require that new systems be built to maintain the 

data in a Sybase database, and the existing data be cleansed and ported to newly built 

Sybase tables. n i e  majonty of the legacy data was housed in an Adabas database. 

Some small end user developed systems used Access databases, whiIe others used 

data stored in sequential ASCII files. This was a major undertaking at the gas utility. 

At the tirne that the AM/FM interface was mpired, the majoriq of the relevant data 

had already been converted and was housed in Sybase. A portion still remained in 

Adabas and Access. The details of the extraction pro- for the data in Adabas and 

Access will not be discussed here, dthough the principles are similar. 

In earlier steps, the data extraction criteria and the transfer file format have been 

determined. As weil, the structures of both the Sybase data and the AMEM data have 

been examined. This step is the actual building of the program to extract the 

necessary data from Sybase and produce the appropriate transfer files. This required 



the creation of programs using SQL (for the exaact) and some basic UNIX utilities 

(for the fonnatting of the data for the -fer file). Since data integrity was assumeci 

in the Sybase data (due to installed database triggers and other validation tools), no 

additionai checking was built into the interface programs. 

The complete SQL code is included in Appendix B. Individual sections of the code 

will be examineci and analyzed here. The complexity in the download is due to the 

structure of the relational database tables. The conceptual logical database design was 

wrmalized when it was used as the plan for the construction of the physical database. 

This meant that two entities in the Iogical ERD (Entity Relationship Diagram) that 

had rnany-to-rnany relationships were modeled in the physical database as two tables 

with a cross refaence table that held the keys of the individual records in the two 

tables that were adjoined (Le. had a relationship). 

The above principle of relationai database design is popular, and well advocated for 

ease of data access and maintenance. However, when the goal of the program is to 

extract individual records fiom one table, and for each record, add al1 the existing 

related data fiom cross refaenced tables, the problem arises when there are records 

for which certain cross-referenced data do not exist. Here, a standard join in SQL 

would not extract a record if any of the join fields is null. That is, if the base record is 

a main leg record, then if that particular main leg record did not have any data in any 

one of the cross referenced tables, an SQL select statement with the standard joins 

would not r e m  anyihing, not even the base main leg record. This is not acceptable, 

since we require the extraction of the base record, with null fields if the related data 

does not exist. 

There were two basic solutions to this issue. One way to address the problem was to 

write a separate C program that would first extract ail the qualifieci records h m  the 

main leg table, then for each record extracted, loop through d l  the cross-referenced 



tables to find related data If the data exist, then extract them. Otherwise, add a null 

field. 

Another solution was to a c W y  use SQL and the Sybase database management 

system to extract the data. To overcome the limitations of- the join construct, the 

technique is to create temporary tables to house data as it is extracted, and then 

combine them in such a way that ail records in the base table are used, regardess of 

the existence of all the related data. This was the preferred solution because it used 

the standard Sybase SQL constructs and hence, would be easier to maintain and 

wouid benefit fiom the power of the Sybase engine and the optMizations in the 

database. 

The first part of the SQL program is shown below. It simply makes sure that the 

ternporary tables required do not exist. This is necessary since the same temporary 

tables are used repeatedy ova  many nuis of the download program, with ody certain 

aspects of the selection cnteria changed to reflect the download required 

use tempdb 
go 

if object-id('dbo.dora2-tmp? is no t N U L  
drop table dbo.dora2-tmp 

go 
if object-id('dbo.doraS-tmp7 is not NULL 
&op table dbo.dor&tmp 

go 
if obj ezt-id('dbo.dora4-tmp') is not NULL 
&op table dbo.dora4-tmp 

go 
if object-id('dbo.doraSraStmp') is not NULL 

&op table dbo.dora.5-tmp 
go 
if object-id('dbo.dora6-tmp? is not NULL 

drop table dbo.dora6-trnp 
go 
if object-id('dbo.dora-atiasjlaw is not NüLL 



drop table &.dora-atias-plate 
go 

The next section of SQL extracts all the main leg base records that belong on the 

specified atlas plates and was updated after the specified date. Here, database table 

joins are used to extract the data h m  the cross referenced tables that we are certain 

contains related records (Le. the joins are never null). Only the final line in the where 

clause, 'aMain_LegNm *= h.Main_LegNumV uses the new condition evaluator 

*=. This *= condition will allow for the cases where the record on the nght hand side 

does not exist. The corresponding field in the select attributes fiom the joined table is 

simply lefi nd. Unfortunately, this special condition can only be used once in a 

where clause. 

use DORMPIA 
go 

select a.Main_LegNum. 
aMATL-ITEM-m, 
a.MainNetwork-Num, 
a.Main_Network-Low-N0de~Nu111, 
a.MaipNetwork-High-Node-NUII~, 
a.M-LegActuaI-Length, 
a.orig_nominal-size, 
b.Pipe-Maten~Itemb.Pipe_MatenaCItem_Type_CdTypeeCdT 
c.Pressure-Categoq-Cd, 
a.Mair-LegStanis-Cd, 
h.constr-survey-ares-id, 
f.Atiasflate-Num 

into tempdb. .dora2-tmp 
h m  Main-Lega, 

Pipe-Material-Item b, 
MainNetwork c, 
Main-LegAtias_Plate-Ref f, 
Main-Lep_Constr-Survey h 

where f.Atlas_Plate-Num in 
(" 175", " 176", 
"T0 1 62AW, "T0 1 62BW, "T0 1 62Cm, "T0 I62Dn, 
"T0163AW, "T0 l63BW, "T0 l63CW, "T0 I63Dn, 
"TOI MA", "T0 1 MB", "T0 1 MC", "T0 1 64Dtn, 



"TOl65 ", "TOI66 ", 
"T0181A", "T0181Bt1, "T0181CW, "T0181DW, 
"T0 182A, "T0 1 82BW, 'TO 1 82CW, "T0 1 82DW, 
"TOI 83AW, "TO 1 WC", 
"T0184 ", "TOI85 ", 
"T0200A1', "T0200Bm, "T0200CW, 'T0200D", 
"T0201A, "T0201BU, "T0201CW, "T0201D", - 
"T0202 ", "T0203 ", "T0204 ", 
"T02 19A", "T0219Bm, 'T02 1 9CW, "T02 19DN, 
"T0220A", "T0220B", "T0220C", "T0220D", 
"T022 1 ", "T0222 lu) 

and 
f.Updt.Timestamp > " 1997-Jan- 1 " 
and 
& M a i n - L e m  = aMain_LecNum 
and 
a.MaiQLegStatus-Cd = "A" 
and 
b.MATL-ITEM-ID = aMATL-ITEM-D 
and 
c .Main-Network-Num = a.MainNe twork-Num 
and 
a.MaiQLeg_Num *= h.MaipLegNum 

The next several sections of SQL successively builds on the temporary tables, adding 

cross referenced data fields if they exist and adding nul1 fields if they do not exist. 

Each subsequent select statement builds on the preceding one and writes to a larger 

temporary table. This is done once for each of the cross referenced tables. 

use D O M  1 A 
go 



aPipe_MateriaIJtem.TypeypeCd, 
aPressurePressureCategory-Cd, 
b .C~ns tr -Survey~ .~Num,  
a.M-LegStatus-Cd, 
a- Aùas-PIate-Num 

into tempdb . .dora3-tmp 
k m  ternpdb..dora2-tmp a, 

Consa_Swey-Area b 
where a.constrtrsurveySUrVareaareaid * b.constrtr~eySUNarea.id 

and 
b.ConstrtrInspectionnTypeeCd = "Cm 

go 

select &Main-LegNum, 
a.MATL-ITEM-D, 
a-Mah-Netw0rk~N~111, 
a-MainNetwork_Low-Nde-Nu111, 
a-MaLNetwork-High-Node-Num, 
a.MaUi_LegJ\ctual-Length, 
a.orignominal-size, 
a.Pipe-MateriaiJtem-Type-Cd, 
aPressureureCategory-Cd, 
a.Comtr-Survey~Area~Num, 
a.MaiQLeg_Status-Cd, 
b-Field-NoteJD, 
a.At1a.s-Plate-Num 

into t empdb. .dora4~mp 
fkom tempdb..dora3-tmp a, 

Main-LekFieId-Note_Ref b 
where a . M - L e m  *= b.MaipLeg_Num 
go 

select a.Maîn-LegNum, 
a-MAXITEM-ID, 
a-MainNetwork-Num, 
a.Main_Netwok-L~w-Node~Num, 
a.M&Network-HighN~de~N~ 
&Main-LecAcWLength, 
a.orignominaf_size, 
a-Pipe-Materiai-Item-Type-Cd, 
a.PresmSufeCategoryryCd, 
a .C~nstr-S~ey~Area~Num, 
a.MainJegStatus-Cd, 
b.Book-Name, 
b.Starting,Page-Num, 



a.Atlas-Plate-Num 
into ternpdb..dor<tmp 
from tempùb. .dora4-tmp a, 

Field-Note b 
where a1ieid-Note-ID b-Field-Note-ID 
go 

The next select staternent, shown below, is to create a table that ody contains 

fields of data required for the download file. A number of fields containhg 

the 

the 

identifjing keys necessary to simulate the table joins were added in the temporary 

tables, and must be eliminated in the final table. 

select aMaiQLeg_Num, 
a.MATL-ITEMJD, 
a.MainainNetworkNNum, 
a.Main_Network-L~w~Node~N~m, 
a.Main_Network-HghghNodeeN~ 
a . M a i p L e ~ A c ~ L e n g t h ,  
a .o r igno~- s i ze ,  
a.Pipe-MaterialalItemmTypeypeCd, 
aPres~ute~Category~Cd, 
a.Constr-Surve y-Area-Num, 
a.Main-LegStatus-Cd, 
a.Book-Name, 
a.StaaingPage-Num 

into tempdb.. dora6-tmp 
corn tempdb. .dora5-tmp a 
go 

The final select statement simply creates a table to track the atlas plates (Le. maps) for 

which data have been extracted. This was used simply for venfication purposes when 

uploading the data to the A W M  system. 

select distinct Atlas-Plate-Num 
into ternpdb..dora..atlasqlate 
fiom tempdb. .doraS-tmp 
order by Atlas-Plate-Num 
go 



The foliowing is the UND( script used to run the SQL programs against the Sybase 

database and produce the nnal transfer file in the Rqued format The line 'bcp 

tempdb..dora6-mp out $1 .bcp -Usa -SDBPOIS -c -t\l< /devVappUGIS/sqVDBPO7S' 

mates an output Ne h m  the final temporary table. The terin 'tempdb..d0ra6~tmp' 

is Sybase SQL notation for the table dora6-tmp in the database tempdb. It is 

understood here because 'bcp' stands for bulk copy, and is an executable provided by 

Sybase. The h e  'sed -e 'd$W $1 .bcp > S 1 .&t' formats the output file into the final 

transfer file, adding the field delineation character '1' between ai l  fields and at line 

ends. 

if [[ $# -ne 1 ]] then 
echo Missing extract code 
exit 1 

f i  

isql -w2û48 -Usa -SDBP07S 
/devVappVGIS/sql/DBPO7S 
isql -w2048 -Usa -SDBP07S 
/devVappVGIS/sql/DBPO7S 
bcp tempdb..doraO-tmp out $1 .bcp -Usa -SDBP07S -c -t\l < 
/devVappY GIS/sqüDBPO7S 
sed -e 's/$/[f S 1 .bcp > $1 .dat 
rm $l.bcp 
bcp tempdb..dora-atlassqlate out f 1 .atl -Usa -SDBP07S -c -t\l < 
/devVappY GIS/sqliDBPO7S 

6.5 Data Loader Design and Build 

A data loading application program that will take as input the transfer data file and 

load the contents appropriately into the receiving system's database is the next step in 

the construction of the interface. At the gas utility, the receiving system was the 



AM/FM system, and the data Ioader was designed and built using the chosen AlWFM 

software. This software provided an object orientai deveioprnent environment 

Although parser generators such as YACC are available, we decided to build the 

loader completely in the language of the AM/FM software-for two basic reasons. 

First, YACC is a CMIX based utility and the AM/FM systern was to be Windows 

based. Despite recent advances, it is still not easy to port program code between the 

various operating systems. Similar tools in the Windows environment are not as weil 

hown, and would mean an additional piece of software that would have to be 

purchased, learned and approved by the gas utility. 

Second, due to the proprietary nature of the AM/FM database, programs that update 

the database are easier to develop in the native programmbg language than in an 

extemal language such as C. The AMIFM vendor is aware of the need for such types 

of programs, and provide an assortment of coded methods to aid the development of 

these programs. Furthemore, shodd the vendor upgrade the software and/or 

database, then they will support the upgrade of any programs that were built using the 

earlier version. 

This data loader had severai requirements. It must h t  parse the data, breaking the 

contents into appropriate tokens. It must make sure that the incoming data for each 

facility object is complete and abides by the receiving system's data integrity 

constraints. Then it must create the appropriate records and cross reference records 

according to the design of the receiving system's database. 

Some preiiminary information that must be gathered prior to designing and building 

the data loader for the gas utility were: the format of the input transfer file, the 

physicd design of the database tables in the AM/FM database, the assumed levels of 

accuracy and integrîty of the incoming data in cornparison to the expected levels in 

the AMlFM system, and the compatibility of the format of the hcoming data with the 



desired formats in the AMEM system. Most of this information was aiready gathered 

in the previous steps. Only with the filial point, the compatibility of data fomts ,  did 

we recognize some issues that had to be addressed in the loader. 

There were two basic issues related to data format compatibility. The first one is 

simply the matching of the physical data record size and type of each of the 

corresponding data fields fiom the two systems. This issue was fairly straight forward 

to address. The availability of utilities to convert between various data types is very 

common. The need to pad or tnincate data fields, and the need to join two incoming 

fields into one is easily accomplished with simple data manipulation routines wing 

ternporary array type structures to hold the data. 

The more complex issue was deahg with set values in pick lists. Although one 

would expect that pick lists for two systems centered around the same fundamental 

data would be very similar, if not identical, this is ofien not the case with an AMEM 

system. 

In an AM/FM system, the need to produce the appropriate graphics, both quickly and 

in an effective presentation format, is imperative. Graphics are often drawn based on 

the values in certain data fields, and those fields are often based on pick lists. 

However, for both performance and presentation reasons, the AM/FM systern will not 

typically require or want as many values for pick lists as in traditional business 

systems. uicreased nurnbers of values clearly increases the overhead for the AMEM 

system to track these values and how they relate to graphics. 

But more significant is the presentation of the graphics to the end user. In order to 

differentiate the graphics for different values, each has to have distinguishing 

graphical features. This may be colour, Line style, or point symbol style, to name a 

few graphical fatures. However, it is weii known that the human brain can only 

process up to a certain number of distinguishing features at one time before confusion 



arises. Thus, on the AM/FM screen, or when produchg a map, the AM/FM system 

wili tend to group together pick list values so that the graphid representation is easy 

to read and interpret 

Finally, the actuai values in the pick lists may be stored differently for the AM/FM 

system. This is again for screen redraw performance. Very often, the actuai value in 

a data field will be depicted on the graphid map in the AMIFM system. In more 

traditional business systems, these same values should ideally be stored in non- 

abbreviated formats, with the option of formatting the data upon presentation io the 

end user. However, in an AM/FM system, many of these &îa field values will have 

to be readily found and drawn on the screen, and additional formatting would increase 

the pmcessing and hence, the tirne required for screen redraw. Thus, it is ofien 

necessary in an AM/FM system to store the field values in the abbreviated fomats 

that are to be shown on the maps. 

In the data loader for the gas utility, we used a look up table object as the mechanism 

for aligning values in pick lists. Various types of this object could be created for each 

incoming pick lis& and these could be easily maintained when values in either system 

change. This was clearly preferable to hard coding the mappings. The look up table 

would take possible incoming values and map them to outgoing values, either on a 

one on one b a i s  or nom a range of values to a value. The same look up table could 

be used when required for loading data for any type of facility. 

The complete program code for the data loader is available in Appendices C and D. 

The following is a breakdown of the program, outlining the fiindamental parts. 

Since the data loader was developed in an object oriented environment, it is based on 

the constmcts of objects with slots and methods. Slots are the physical attnbute 

components of each object, similar to the notion of local variables in a submutine. 

Methocis are the established ways of interacting with an object. Each object is defied 

by an exernplar. The principle of inheritance is utilized via the implementation of 



child objezts that inhexit h m  the parent. As weU, modularity is produceci by creating 

separate objects and methods thaî can be used by any other object 

The fkst step in the deveiopment of the data loader is to create a gened parser. This 

is the parent h m  which child objects will be created and specialized accordkg to the 

type of facitity &îa that they are to load. The generd parser defines basic file 

i.put/output and manipulation methods, condition handling methods, and some 

simple line parsing methods. The exmplar defines the dots required for creating the 

appropriate input s t m m  to read the data and perfortning some elementary parsing 

with progress tracking. 

The following is the exernplar for the general parser. 

{ 
# the database view into which objects will be inçerted 

( :view, -unset }, 

# a text input stream for reading the N e  
{ :Stream, -unset }, 

# the current line of the file being read 
{ :a-ihe, -unset }, 

# an internai-te~t~input~strearn used for parsing the line 
{ Aine-stream, _unset 1, 

# current line nwnber 
( :linegumber, -unset }, 

# the current object being created 
{ :object_oame, -unset 1, 
{ :fieids, -unset 1, 
{ :geometries, -unset } , 

# progress counter 
{ :line-counter, -unset }, 



# b o p  objects that are created so requued relationships can 
# always be implmiented 
{ : b o p ,  _unset } 

The following code creates each iostance of a general parser. 

-method general-parser.new( a-view ) 

>> clone.init( a-view ) 

-method general>arser.init( a-view ) 

.view « a-view 

.fields « hash-tableaew0 

.bogus cc hash-tabble.new0 
» s e l f  

endmethod - 

The following are the definitions for possible conditions that may &se. 

condition.denne-condition( :generai-parserersyntaxtaXcrror, 
:generaljarser-emr, 
{ %ne, :line-number, :message ), 
"SYNTAX ERROR on Line '#IV (line #2) #3" ) 



condition-define-condition( :general-parser-information, - 
: infoxmation, 
( : h e ,  :lineenumber, message), 
'' #l ( h e  #2) #3" ) 

condition.defineecondi tien( :general-parserqrogress, 
:information, 
( :count, :le& :tirne, :rate ), 
"Done #1 ( #2 left ) in #3 seconds ( averager rate #4 )" ) 

The following are basic condition handling and reporting methods. 

-rnethod general-parser.syntaxtaxemr( message ) 

condition.raise( :generalqarser_syntaxtaxemor, 
:line, .a-he, 
: line-number, .line-number, 
:message, message ) 

-method general~arser.waming( message ) 



:iine, .a-he, 
:he-number, .he-nmber, 
:message, message ) 

-methocl generalsmer.information( message ) 

~ondition~raise( :general-ps~ser~informatioa, 
: h e ,  .a_line, 
: he-number, .he-number, 
:message, message ) 

endmethod - 

condition.raise( :gened~arser_unset-geometry, 
Aine, .a-he, 
:he-nurnber, .iine-number, 
message, "geometry unset" ) 

endmethod - 

The foiIowing are some eiernentary line parsing and progress mcking methods. 

## 
## Opens the file specified by FILENAME and scans it to denve 
## the number of h e s  within it, Retunis this number. 
## 



str « externdernaltextinputernalstream.new( mename ) 

## 
## Reads the next line of the file and updates line number. 
## 
## On failure, raises condition :generai-parser_eof 
## 



# 
# methods for parsing the current line 
# 

endmethod - 

-method generai-pars er. next-number 

endmethod - 

-methcd general-parser.all_up-to( char ) 



Along with definhg the g e n d  parsing mechaniSm, we need to develop the 

mechanism by which we c m  map incoming data values to thé appropriate values for 

the receiving AM/FM system. As discussed earlier, we used a look up table object 

that allows for easy conversion between input data formats and output data formats. 

This object could be one of two types, where the mapping was either one to one or it 

was h m  a range of values to a single value. To get a value h m  the look up table, a 

value is passed to the appropriate method for the table, and the mapped value is 

retunied. This look up table object, once dehed, can be used with any type of data 

loading object, and can be easily enhanced or modified. 

The following code is the exempiar that defines the look up table object, and the 

methods that create the object 

## To defhe a table: 
## 
## 
## table-name lookup-table.new( type , simple-vector ) 
## 
## Several formats: 
## 
## type = :range, simple-vector: { ( low , high } , answer } , .. .. } 
## 
## type = :one- t~ne ,  simple-vector { (input, answer ) .... } 



input shouid be a symbl, and if 
it contains leading blanks or is 
the "empty symbol", should 
be flanked by vertical bars; e-g 
:I 1 and :II; however we suggest 
avoiding such symbols by screening 
inputs in the parsa 

-method Lookup-table.new(type, maplist) 

endmethod - 

method lookup-table.init(type, maplist) - 

.type type 

if .type = :one-to-one - 
then - 

~~elf.create~hash~mapping(maplist) 
elif - 

.type = :range 
îhen - 

~selfcreate_range_self.create_range_mappingomapping(maplist) 
-else 

write("his lodcup table type is not recognized.") 
endif - 



The foliowing are the methods that allow access to values in look up table objects. 

Depending on the type, a value or two values are passed to the table, and the 

comesponding mapped value is retunied. 

## To accessavalue: 
## 
## 
## <table-name>.get( input-value ) 
## 



s « .mapping.size 
r e m  .mapping[s][Z] # retum the last value in table by default 
d 

-if input >= criteria[l] -andif input <= criteria[2] 
-then 

- r e m  -me 
-else 

-retum fa lse  
-endif 

Having defined the general parser and the look up table, we developed a general 

purpose ASCII data loader object. We expect that this object wili always be 

subclassed into special pinpose loader objects intendeci to load data specificdy for 

one type of facility object. 



The following is the exemplar for the generai purpose data loadert called hem 

"doras-loader". Note that this is a subclass (Le. a child) of the g e n d  parser defined 

eariier, and it inherits d the slots and methods h m  the general parser. 

The following code creates instances of the loader. Note that it is in the initialization 

method that the appropriate instances of the look up tables are defined. It is here that 

the acnial mapped values of the look up tables are identified (and subsequently altered 

when required). 

# New and Init methods - it is anticipated that doras_loader will always 
# be subclassed so newo wili only be used in debugging 
# 
# 

method doras_loader.new(a-view) - 

» clone. init(a-view) 

method doras_loader.init(a-view) - 



( {:ME', "MI'"}, 
{:P, "IP"}, 
{:LP, "LP" ) , 
(:HP, "HP"}, 
{:W, "XHP"), 
(:LR, "LP"}, 
{:HPP, "HP"}, 
( :x, "XHP" } , 
(:M, "MP"), 
{ :I, "Pt' ) , 
{ :L, "LP" ) , 
{:El, "HPt'}, 
{:XHP, "XHP")  }), 

faIse ) - 



( (0,0), "NOT LOADED") }), 

{{:CI, "CI"), 
{:Cu, "CU"}, 
{:PET "PE"}, 
(:SB, "SB"), 
(:SC, "SCtî), 
{:ST, "ST"}, 
{ :WI, 'W" } , 
1 "CI"), 
2 "ST"), 
(:3, " WIl' } > 

4 "PE"}, 
5 ,  "UNKNOWN}, 
6 "CI"}, 
7 "SB"}, 
8 ,  "UNKNOWN"}, 
9 ''NOT LOADED" ) )), 

-false ) 

( ( : 1, "UNKNOWN" ) , 
{:2, "Line") , 
{:3, "Line"), 
(:4, "Line" ) , 
(5, "Line"), 
{:6, "Line"}, 
{:7, "Line" ) , 
{:A, "Inlet"}, 
(3, "Outlet"}, 
{:C, "Bypass" } , 



{:D, "OUrN"), 
{:E, 8'UNKNOwN") }), 

false ) - 

{ {:O, "Open"), 
{:UNKNOWN, "UNKNOWN"), 
{:S, "Closed") }), 

false ) - 

{ {:D, "District"}, 
{:DISTRICT, "District"}, 
{ :F, "District"}, 
{:UNKNOwN, "UNKNOWN"}, 
{:4 "Gate"}}), 

false ) - 

The followiag is the code for contmlling the input Stream of the loader and tracking 

the progress of the loader. Note that since this loader is a subclass of the general 

paner, it inherits al1 the condition handling mechanisrn defined earlier. 



.line-number « O 

.line-counter progressgresscounter.newgresson.count( 1 ) 

.lineecounter~rter 
groc( counter ) 

( the,  count, rate, remaining7 etc ) 
counter.report-params0 

srotect 
-100~ 

if -selfaewlineO j s  _unset - 
-then 

-self.inforxnation( "load completed" ) 
return - 

-endif 

qrotection 

The following code manages lines of data fiam the input stream and informs the 

pmgress checking methods of where the loader is within the data me. 



## 
#H Opens the file specified by FILENAME and scans it to denve 
## the number of lines within it. R e m  this number. 
# 

str « extemal-text-hput&ream.new( filename ) 

endmethod - 

## 
## R a d s  the next Line of the file and updates line nurnber. 
## 
## On failure, raises condition :doras_loader-eof 
## 

i f (  .a-line .stream.get-1ineO ) -is -unset -- 
r e m  -met - 

else - 
.lineenumber t« 1 
.ke-stream « intelllStllllStltextinputlllStlstreameamnew( .a-line ) 



The following are various methods for parsing a line of data These g e n d  purpose 

rnethods are created here to be available to ail subclassed loader objects. Note that 

the first three methods are simply raiefinitions of rnethods avdable for the generic 

class known as "line_çtream". The fast two methods were specificalfy defineci for use 

with the loader in order to read in data for individual fields in a line. 

# 
# methods for parshg the current line 
# 

method doras_loader.next-word - 



## Grabs the k t  n characters fiom the curent Aue-stream 
## and chops out leading blanks if you speciw spaces-flag as 
## ":without.spaces"; retums a byte-character-vector 
## 

a-string « byie-character-vector.new(n) 
coimter 1 ; blankflag « -me 
-for i -over range(1,n) 
J w p  

a-string[i ]« . line-stream. get-char() 
if a-string[i] -is % -andif blankflag -is - t . e  - 
then counter +« 1 - 
else blankflag « -faIse - 
endif - 

_if spaces-flag j s  :without-spaces 
-then 

retum a-strrng.stice( counter , O ) - 
-e tif spaces-flag -is _unset -then 

a-string 
-endif 

-methoci doras_loader.get-field0 
# Reads in the value for a field fiom the curent h e  stream 
# assuming the delimiter is "1". Assumes field is not larger 
# than 40 characten long, 



J w p  
a-char .line-stream-get-char() 
if a-char j s  %I -orif a-char j s  newiine-char - 

-&en 
leave - 

-else 
i+« 1 
a-string[i] a-char 

_endif 
-endoop 

The f d  methods in the general purpose loader are for creating a detached (Le. new) 

record, loading the given values for the specified fields, and inserthg the record in the 

database. These are generic methods. Specialized loaders may use these methods or 

define their own methods of creating the records, adding the data and i n s e h g  the 

records into the database. 

method dom-1oader.create-record( a-table , list-of-field-values ) - 

## If no checking of whether the field values are valid is 
## required this method rnay be used to create the detached 
## record, popuiate a list of fields and insert the record. 
## The format for the list of field values is a simple vector 
## consisting of 2-element simple vectors; field name followed 
## by field value. 



local ok? .view.start-lwt() - 

for field-and-value -over list-of-fieldalvdues.elernentsO - 
J m p  

d-zc.perform( field-anddvalue[l 1 , fieldalanddvaiue[2] ) 
endioop - 

# We avoid a traceback when an attempt is made to load illegd 
atîribute values 

sroc( 
write("**** INSERT ABORTED - iilegai field value 

_throw @insertRerror 
endproc - 

endcatc h - 

qrotec tion 



We will now examine the gas main loader object This is a specialized child of the 

general purpose loader defined above. A gas main is the corner Stone element in the 

gas utility, and hence is the central fâcilïty object A gas main is delineated by two 

gas nodes, one at each end of the main. It also has attachededas laid rcference notes 

that are the construction details of the main. In the AMlFM system, gas nodes are 

objects separate fiom gas mains, and the as laid reference associations are 

implemented through a relationship table that contains records of the identifiers of 

gas mains and thek associated as laid references. Ail the dam required to create the 

gas main as well as the gas nodes and as laid references and relationships is contained 

w i t h  each line of input data Thus, the gas main loader must create and load ail the 

records upon one pass of one h e  of input 

The following are the exemplar for the gas main loader and the methods that initialiy 

creates instances of the object. Note that in the initialization, record shells are created 

based on the achial dehed database table records for gas mains and al1 their related 

objects (e.g. gas nodes, as laid references and relationship table records for as laid 

references). Also, the gas main loader is a subclass of the generd purpose loader 

which is in tum a subclass of the general paner. Thus, it inherently has a slot (called 

fields) that is a linked list for storing the input values as they are read in. 

# This is a special purpose ascii loader. It is a sub-class 
# of dora-Loader 
# 
# 
# 



# New and lnit methods 
# 
# 

endmethod - 

d o  bal as-laid-re ference-~ble 

rel-table-table CC .view.collections[ ml-table ] 

endmethod - 



The following is the code for parshg and temporarily storing the data for one line of 

input. No validity checking is done hm.  We are simply reading in the &ta and 

s t o ~ g  it for future use (i.e. when we process the objects at the end of the methoci). 

Note that the fields slot dehed in the general parser is used here to store the input. 

Also, note that for certain fields there are two ways of processing if the field in the 

input line is empty. For some, (e.g. network id) the processing will abort for the 

given input line and no record will be meated. For others, (e.g. length) a default value 

(e.g. O) will be supplieci. For non-mandatory fields that may be lefi null, no checking 

is required to ensure that &ta exists for the field. 

Finally, note that when the new gas main object is created, we keep a pointer to it. 

This is necessary in order to create the relationship table record for the associated as 

laid reference. 

# Actuai incoming iine of data is printed: 

if .a-line j sn t  -unset -then write( newline-char, "Passe Iine: " , .a-he ) - 
-endif 

# 1. next field is the mainid 

# 2. next field is the stock-no 

. fields[:stock-no] « -self.get-fieldo 

# 3. next field is the network-id 

-if ( netwokid self.get-field) -= "" 



-else 
write("network-id - Field #3 - is missing, record not inserted") 

retum - 
-endif 

# 4. next field is the low-node 

-if ( low-node ~elfget-fieldo) -= "" 
then - 

.fields [: low-node] low-node 
-else 

write("low-nde - Field #4 - is missing, record not inserted") 
- r e m  

endif - 

# 5. next field is the highnode 
if ( hi&-node C< self.get-fieldo) -= "" - 

-then 
.fields[: hi@-node] high-node 

else - 
write("high-node - Field #5 - is missing, record not inserted") 

return - 
endif - 

# 6. next field is the length 

i f  ( length « -self.get-fieldo) -= "" 
-then 

.fields[: length] « length 
-else 

.fields[:length] « "O" 
endif - 

# 7. next field is the size 

-if ( size selfget-fieldo) -= "" 
-then 

. fields[:size] size 
else - 

write("size - Field #7 - is missing, record not inserted") 
Je- 



# 8. next field is the material 

-if ( material CC seKget-fieldo) -= "" -- 
. fields[:material] CC material.slice(2,2) 

-else 
Wnte("materia1- Field #8 - is missing, record not iaserted") 
-rem 

-endif 

# 9. next field is the pressure 

if ( pressure ce ~elfget-fieldo) -- "" - 
-then 

.fields [:pressure] pressure 
else - 

write("pressure - Field #9 - is missing, record not inserted") 
Je-  

-endif 

# 10. next field is the corrosion-area 

# 1 1. next field is the state 

.fields [:state] CC s e l f  get-field0 

# 12. next field is the book-mm 

# 13. next field is the staningqage-num 

# process mains, nodes and as laid references 



The following is the method for processing a gas main, where the input data are used 

to update the AM/FM database for the gas main entity. It either returns the newly 

created gas main object, or it returns the modifiecl existing gas main object. A 

predicate is created and nui against the database to check if the gas main object 

already exists. If it does not exist, a new record is created. Otherwise, the existing 

record is found and modifieci. 

The line "dr gas_mainziintable.new~template~record()" creates a new detached 

record, assigned to dr, based on the gas main table record shell created earlier. Note 

that for some of the fields in the detached record such as low node and bigh node, the 

value paned and stored in the temporary table (called fields) is sMply inserted 

without additional processing. For other fields such as size and matenal, the value is 

passed through the conversion (i.e. look up) table to get a value that is acceptable to 

the receiving AMlFM system. 

The code after the line "-catch @inserterterror" is to catch any severe e m  that may 

cause the entire load program to abort. When an ermr is caught, the insertion of the 

particular offending record is aborted, and the loading of data continues for the next 

record. 

## 
### 
# create gas-main object or modifies gas main object within a iighveight 

transaction 



# print out the values of the fields for verification 

write( "-id is " ,.fields[:main-id] ) 
write( "st&no is " ,.fieids[:stockkno] ) 
write( "netwo&id is " ,.fields[~1etwork~id] ) 
write( 'llowsode is " ,.fields[:lowsode] ) 
&te( I'highnode is " ,.fields[high-node] ) 
write( "length is " ,.fields[:length] ) 
write( "size is " , .fields[:size] . " ", 

d~elf.pipe-~ize_c~nvtableeget( .fields[:size] ) ) 
&te( "materiai is " ,.fields[:rnaterial], " ", 

self~terial_~onvtabIe~get(fields[:material]) ) - 
write( "pressure is " ,.fields[:pressure], " ", 

~selfmain~typetYPeconvtableeget(.fields[:pressure]) ) 
write( "corrosion-area is " ,.fields[:corrosion-area] ) 
write( "state is " ,.fields[:state] ) 
write( "book-num is ", .fields[:bookqum]) 
write( "starting_page is ", . fields[:startin~~eenum]) 

# create predicates to test whether the gas main already exists 

# perfom the tests & mate or modify 

Iocd ok? CC .view.start.lwt() - 

&.main-id .fields [:main-id] 
dr.stock-number « .fields[:stock-no] 
drnetwork CC .fields[:network-id] 
dr.10~-node « .fields[: low-node] 
drhighnode « .fields[Aigh-node] 
dr.length .fields[ :length] .as-number() 



-if -se1fpipepesizeeconvtabIeeget( .fields[:size] ) -isnt -unset 
-then 

dr.size -seif.pipe-size-convtabIe.get( . fields(size1) 
-else 

dr.size « "NOT LOADED" 
endif - 

-if -selKmainaintype-convtabIe.get( .fields[:pressure] ) &nt -unset 
,then 

dr.pressure « 
seLf.rnain-typ-onvtable.get( .fieIds[:pressure] ) - 

-else 
dr.pressure « "LP" 

,endif 

dutate "Active" 

# We avoid a traceback when an attempt is made to load illegai 
attribute values 

RE( 
fite("**** INSERT ABORTED - illegal field value ****") 
-throw @inse<error 

-endproc 



-endcatch 

ok? «-me 

protection 

.view.end-lwt(o k?) 

The foliowing method is for processing the gas nodes. Here, we ensure that the gas 

node objects associated with the gas main that was just processed are in the database. 

For the low node and high node named in the gas main, a new gas node must be 

created for each, but only if it does not already exist. The gas node may have been 

created by a previous gas main. Thus, predicates are built and nin against the 

database to test if a record is returned for either gas node. If no record is returned, 

then the insert proceeds. Otherwise, the gas node already exists and no M e r  

processing is required. Note that the generic record creation method defined in the 

generai data loader (Le. dor~loader)  is used here for the gas nodes. 

method gasgasmai~1oader.pr~ess~asasnodes~ - 

## 
## 
# create gas-node objects as needed within a lightweight tramaction 

# create predicates to test whether the hi& and low gas node(s) already exist 



# perfonn the tests & create 

-if gasgasnodeetable.select( pred-low ).sue = O 
-then 

list-of-field-values cc ( (:[netwodr<<l, .fields[metwork-id] ] , 
(:fnumbefi<l , .fields[:low_node ] ) , 
(:lpressu~~<cl , .fields[<presswe] } , 
{:lstate<<l , "Active" } } 

if gagasnodeetable.select( pred-high ).size = O - 
-then 

lia-of-fieid-values ( (:lnetworkc<l , .fields[:neo~odcjd] ) , 
(:lnumber<<l , .fields[:high-node ] } , 
(:1pressure<<l , .fields[:pressure] } , 
{:Jstats<( ,"Activev } )  

The final steps in processing a gas main object is to mate the as laid reference object 

and then relate the two objects by creating a record in the relationship table. Since 

more than one gas main may refer to the same as laid reference, an as laid reference 

object may already exist, as it may have been created by a previous gas main. nius, 

like the gas node, we need to create a predicate to check for the existence of the as 

laid reference, and create one only if it does not exist. Note that like the gas main 

processing method, the as laid reference processing method also retums the newly 

created object. This is required in order to create the relationship table record. 

The relationship table is simply a g&c table used to track cross reference 

relationships. The table tracks the object type and the object identifier for each object 

in the reiationship. Although the code refers to a p m t  and child, there is no 

ownership or dependency implied in the table stnicture. It is simply a mechanism by 

which we can track simple one to one relationships, and is necessary for performance 



reasons due to limitations in the base AMIFM software. Note that the generic method 

in the generd data loader (Le. doras-loader), is used in creating both the as laid 

reference record and the relationship record 

# create as-laid-reference object as needed within a lightweight transaction 

# create predicate to test whether the object already exists 

if .fie1ds[:bookknum] -= "" - 
then - 

reference-nuber cc 
byte~character~vector.concatenation( . fÏeids[ : book-num] , 

n-'' , .fields[:startin~ageenum] ) 

pred predicate.new( :reference-number , :eq , 
reference-number ) 

# pei-fonn the test Br create 

if as_iaid-reference_table.se1ect( pred ).sUe = O - 
then - 

list-of-field-values 
{ { : Ireference-numbew , reference-nmbber ) J 

r e m  -self.create-record( as-laid-reference-table , - 
list-of-field-values ) 

else - 
return as-IaLreference-table.select( pred ) .an_elementO - 

-endif 



# create rel-table object as needed within a lightweight transaction 

# create predicate to test whether the object already exists 

pred predicatesew( puent-name , :eq , :main ) -and 
predicate.new( parent-id , :eq , parent.id ) -and 
predicatesew( :childdname , :eq , :as-laid-reference ) -and 
predicateaew( :childdid , :eq , childid ) 

# perform the test & mate  

-if rel-table-table.select( pred ).size = O 
then - 

list-of-field-values { {:Iparent-name<<[, :main } , 
{:lparent-id<<l , parentid } , 
{:lchild-name<<I , as-laid-reference ) , 
{:lchildjd«l , child-id } } 

-self create-record( rel-table-table , list-of-field-values ) 
endif - 

endif - 

endmethod - 

This completes the generai processing for the gas main object. Code for the valve and 

reguIator station objects are similar and Iess cornplex. The code is included in 

Appendix D, but will not be discussed here. 

6.6 Data Loader Enhancements 

The data loader developed above will accomplish the task of taking the data transfer 

file on the agreed fornuit and up loading the &ta to the AM/FM database. It reiterates 

the input and writes out its progress as well as any errors. This output can easily be 

routed to a file for closer examination and for reporting purposes. 



Enhancements at this point are for ease of use. There are two aspects to improve the 

usability of the Ioader. First, the creation of the instances of the various loaders and 

the actual processing of the data through the loaders requires a few simple commands. 

These commands can eady be grouped and assigneci to h n t  end interfàces like 

options on menus or buttons. This can either be accomplished using the AM/FM 

software and incorporated into the system, or can be done using development tools 

like Visual Basic. 

The second aspect of improving end user acceptance is to provide help when there is 

manual intervention required to complete processing of the up loaded data. R d  

h m  previous discussions that although the database records can be created for the 

non-graphic data, it is not always possible to automatically derive the graphic data. 

Certainly, for new abjects, the graphics c a ~ o t  be placed without manual intervention 

because among other things, the spatial location for the object is not known. 

Therefore7 unless the transaction is an update of an existing facility object that has not 

changed spatial location, it WU aimost always require human interaction to complete 

the processing by incorporating the graphics. 

While the saved output fiom data loader nuis or a simple query against the dabbase to 

find all objects without graphics will suffice to provide a listing of the objects that 

rquired further processing, this is not very user fkiendly. A better mechanism is to 

track all the input transactions in a separate table whose contents can then be 

displayed to the end user. The table should have data fields for the union of ail 

attributes for ail up loaded facility object typa. Those attributes that do not apply to a 

particular faciiity can simply be left nuiI. As well, the table should keep the keys to 

the records, so that they can be easily found when the user wants to access the 

records. 

Io the loader, it is simply necessary to create the tracking table record whenever an 

actuai facility record is creatd This table can be readily presented to the end mer 



using tools in the base AM/FM software. With the keys to the records stored, it is 

again easy to use the AM/FM software tools to allow the end user to edit any setected 

record. 

to show 

Furîher 

With the AMlFM software's reporting tools, reports can be easily generated 

various statistical data about the data transactions. 

enhancements include the addition of severai fields to ailow users to be 

assigaed to a record and to track the status of the record. That is, one field will store 

the user id of the user assigned to manage the record and complete its input. Another 

field will be used to keep track of when the user has compieted the work. 



7.0 Conclusions 

The benefits and uses of GIS/AM/FM systems are weii laiown. Such systems provide 

support for businesses that require management of spatial and graphic information in 

conjunction with standard non-graphic attribute daîa. As implementations of AM/FM 

systems in utilities increase, so does the need to integrate these systans with other corporate 

information systems. 

Since AM/FM systems and databases differ h m  those of other corporate systems, their 

integration is a challenge. Utiiities p l d g  to integrate an AMFM system should evaiuate 

the various levels of integration in conjunction with an examination of their computing 

environment and available tirne and resources. The way to approach the integration problem 

is to combine various methods and techniques to develop a solution that is suited to specific 

business needs and the existing technology in the Company. 

Even the moût rudimentary integration approaches requKe proper design and development in 

order to ensure the high qualit. of valuable corporate data. The batch transfer technique 

described in this paper is a good way to begh solving the AM/FM system integration 

problem. Proper implementation of this technique will provide the foundation upon which 

more sophisticated methods can be built 



8.0 Glossary 

ANS1 - American National Standards Institute 

API - Application Programming Interface 

ASCII - Americau Standard Code for Idormation Interchange 

CAD - Computa Aided Ilrafting 

Data Warehouse - A separate store of data extracted fiom one or more production databases 

to produce an authoritative source for decision support. 

DBMS - Database Management System 

ERD - Entity Relationship Diagram 

GWAMfFM - Geographicd Information System / Automateci Mapping i Faciiities 

Management 

OGC - Open GIS Consortium 

SQL - Stmctured Query Laoguage 
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Appendix A 

Data Mapping Between a GIS and a Sybase Database 







Appendix B 

Sybase SOL Program to Produce a Data Extract File 



Initiai SQL to Create Tables and Mdce Ffrst Ertracîion 

use tempdb 
go 

if object-id('dbo,dora2-tmp') is not NLTU. 
drop table dbo.dora2-mip 

go 
ifobject-id('dbo.dora3-tmp') is not N l X L  

drop table dbo.dora3-tmp 
go 
if object-id('dbo.dora4-tmp7 is not NULL 

drop table dbo.dora4-tmp 
go 
if object_id('dbo.doraS-tmp? is not NtTLL 

drop mble dbo.dora5-tmp 
go 
if object-id('dbo.dora6-tmp? is not NULL 

&op mble dbo.dora6-tmp 
go 
if object-id('dbo.dora-atlas1plate3 is not NULL 
drop mble dbo.dora_atiasqlate 

use DORMP 1 A 
go 

seIect ahfain-Leg_Num, 
a.MATLTLLTEMD, 
aMiïin-Network-Num, 
aMaïn_Necwo&Jow-Node-Num, 
ahfain-Network-HikNode- NU^, 
a,MainJ.eg_ActuaI-Length, 
a.oripnom.id-size, 
b.PipeJAateria1-Item-Type-Cd 
c.w-Category-Cd, 
a-LegStatus-Cd, 
h.constrnstrsurvey-a.rea,id, 
f.Atlasglate,Num 

into tempdb..dora2-tmp 
fimm m L e g a ,  

Pipe-Material-Item b, 
MaNetwork c, 
MainJeutlas,PIate_Pef f, 
MaUn,Le~Constr-Survey h 

where f.AtlasJlate,Num in 
(" 17Sn, " 176", 
"T0162A", "T0162B", "TO162C", "T0162DN, 
'T0 163AU, 'T0 163BN, "TO 163Cm, "T0 l63DW, 
"T0164A". "T0164BW, "T0164Cm, "T0164DN, 
'T0165 ", "TO 166 ", 
"T0181A", TO181BN, "T0181Cn, "T0181Dn, 
'T0182AW, "T0182BN, "T0182CN, "T0182Dn, 



'T0 183An, 'TOI 83C", 
7 0 1 8 4  ", 'T0185 ", 
T02ûûA, "T0200B", 7O200Cn, "T0200D", 
"T0201A", 'T020 lBn, *T0201CW, 'T020 1 Dm, 
"T0202 ", T0203  ", "T0204 ", 
'T02 lgA", "T02 19Bn, 'T02 l9CW, "T02 19Dn, 
"T0220AU, 'TO220Bn, 'T022ûCn, "T0220Dn, 
T0221 ", 'T0222 ") 

and 
f.Updt_Timestamp > " 1997-Jan- 1" 
and 
a.Main-LegNum = aMah-LepNum 
anci 
aMainaMainLegStatushisCd = "An 
and 
b.MA'IZ'IZIïEM'IZID = a.M.ATLJEMD 
and 
c.Main-NewokNum = aMain-Netwod~N~i 
and 
a=LegNum 4 ti,MainJe&Num 

Additional SQL to Add Cross-Referenced Data (if the data erfsts) and Create Final Tables for Download 

use DORMP 1A 
go 

select a.Main-LecNum, 
aMATL-iTEM-ID, 
a.Main_Network-Num, 
~ ~ e t w o ~ L o w - N o d e - N u m ,  
aMaiaaMaiaNetworkJ3i~NodeodeNum, 
aUainJegAdJength, 
aorigpominaisize, 
a.Pipe-MateriaUteniType-Cd 
a.PressureSSureCategory_C4 
b.Consir-SurveySArea-N~ 
aMain-LegStatus-Cd, 
a.Atlelate-Num 

into ternpdb..d0ra3~ünp 
from tempdb..dora2-tmp a, 

Constr-Surveym b 
where a c o n ~ t r ~ e y ~ a r e a - i d  *= b.con~tr~mey-ate8~id 

and 
b . C o n s t r ~ t i o ~ T y p e - C d  = "Cn 

go 



select -LegJum, 
a - M A T L r n D ,  
a.Main-NetwokNum, 
aMainJetwork-Low-Node-Num, 
a.M~etwo&High-Node-Num, 
aMai~egActwii-Length, 
a.orig110minafsize, 
flipe-MaterialJte~Tfle~C4 
aPressure~Categ0ry~C4 
a . C o m - S u r v e y ~ ~ u m ,  
aMain&g_Status-cd, 
b-BookName, 
b.StartingPage-Num, 
aAtlas_Plate,Num 

into tempdb.dora5-tmp 
fkom ternpdb..dora4-tmp a, 

Field-Note b 
where a.Field-NoteJD *= b.Field_Note-ID 
go 



UNM: Command Script to Run SQL and Format Data 

if [[ S# -ne 1 ] J then 
echo Missmg exhact code 
exit 1 

fi 

isql -w2OQ8 -Usa -SDBP07S -idora lstsql -odoral~sql.out < /&vVappVGIS/sqi/DBP07S 
isql -w2048 -Usa -SDBP07S -idoraql -odora.sqLout C /devl/appVGIS/sq~BP07S 
bcp tempdb..dora6-fmp out $l.bcp -Usa -SDBP07S -c -t\( < IdevVappYGWsqIfDBPO7S 
sed -e 's/$/r !§ 1 .bcp > $1 .dat 
rm S 1 .bcp 
bcp tempdb..dora-atlasqIate out $ Lat1 -Usa -SDBPO7S -c -fil< /devVappYGIS/sqVDBPO7S 



Appendix C 

Program Code for General Parser and Gas Main Data Loader 



## 
## Description: generalqarserJnagik 
## 
## Used by chdd objects who a d y  do 
## the parsing. 
## This object contains the exempfar 
## dennintion and condition handling 
## only* 
## 
## 
## Date: July 1,1996 
## 
## 
## 

{ 
# the database view into which objects will be inserted 
( :view, - m t  ), 

# a text input for reading the file 
( : s t m m  -unset 1, 

# the -nt h e  of the file being read 
{ :aJine, -unset ) , 

# an inte&tet_input-stream used for parsing the line 
{ :iine-stmm, -unset 1, 

# current line number 
{ Aine-number, _unset ), 

# the c m n t  object being created 
{ :object_pame, -unset ) , 
{ :fields, -unset ), 
{ :geometries, ,unset ) , 

# progress counter 
( :iineecounter, -unset ) , 

# bogus objects that are created so required relationships cm 
# always be implemented 
{ :bqw, ,=t 1 



# conditions 

coadition.defUie~condition( :generai~arser-synlii~~error* 
:generalqarser-emr, 
{ :lin% :linepumber, message ), 
"SYNTAX ERROR on ihe '# 1' ( h e  #2) #3" ) 

conditioadek-condition( :generaI_parser-warnin& 
:warnin& 
{ Aine, :iine_pumber, message ) , 

O' '#11 (line #2) #3" ) 

condiaoadefine-condition( :general-parserqrogress, 
:infornialion, 
{ :couut, :left, :tirne, :rate }, 
"Done #L ( #2 left ) in #3 seconds ( averager rate #4 )" ) 

-methocl generaIjarser.syntax-emr( message ) 

conditionaise( :generd-parser-Psyntax-emr, 
:lineV a&eT 
:linejumber, .Line~umber, 
:message, message ) 



~ e t h o d  generatparser.warning( message ) 

-methcd gened~arser.idomiation( message ) 

condition.raise( :generalqarser_infordon, 
Aine, .a,Line, 
:iine-number, .iineumbenumberT 
:message, message ) 



-methoci generaiqarser.new( a-view ) 

» ,ctone.init( a-view ) 

~ e t h o d  general-parser.init( a-view ) 

$ low level tokeniser 
# 

## 
## Opens the N e  specified by FILENAME and scans it to denve 
## the number of hes within it. Retums this number. 
## 



## 
## Reads the next h e  of the file and updates îine number. 
## 
## On Mure, raises condition :gened-parser-eof 
## 

# 
# methods for parsing the curent line 
# 



method genefal-parser.test-of-line - 

-methoci general-parser.all,up-CO( char ) 



Dom Cheng and Gary Brenner 

10okup~table dows easy conveision between input 
data and output data formats 

To access a value: 

<table-name>.get( input-due ) 

To define a table: 

table-name « lookup-tablesew( type, simpie-vector ) 

Several formats: 

type = :range, simple-vector: ( { low , high ) , answer ) , ...- ) 

type = :one-to-one, simple-vector: ( (input, answer) .... ) 
input should be a symbol, and if 
it contains Ieading blanks or is 
the "empty symbol", should 
be flanked by vertical bars; e.g 
:I 1 and :II; however we suggest 
avoiding such symbols by screening 
inputs in the parser 



.type « type 

-if .type = :one,to-one 

-seif.createJash-mapp ing(mapList) 
-elif 

.type = :range 
-then 

-seIf.create-range-mpp ing(map list) 
-else 

write("This lookup table type is not recognized.") 
-endif 



s « .mapping.sùe 
~ t u m  .mapping[sJ[2] # r e m  the last value in table by default 





# doras_loader.magjk 
# 
# 
# Dora Cheng, August 14,1996 
# 
# 
# This is a g e n d  purpose loader. It will be 
# mklassed with g a s m o a d e r ,  remtionJoader and 
# ValveJoader. 
# 
# 
# 

# 
# 
# 
# New and Init methods - it is anticipateci that dorasJoader will always 
# be subciassed so new0 wil i  only be used in debugging 
# 
# 



{1.4, 1.61, "1 1/2"}, 
:53, 55), " 1 l/4"), 
: L i ,  1-31, "1 1/4"), 
:0.9, 1.11, 181")1 
:0.4,0.6), " 1/2"), 
19, 1 1 1 ,  "IO"), 
: l l ,  13)- "12"}, 
:13, 151, "14"), 
:15, 17). "16"), 
:2.4,2.6), "2 112"). 
:1.9,2.1), "2"), 
:19,21), "20"), 
:23,25), "24"), 
:U,27),  "26"), 
:74, 761, "3/4"), 
:0.7,0.8), "3/4"), 
:29. 3 1 ) , "30n), 
:35,37), "36"), 
:3,5), "4"), 
:5,7), "6"), 
:7,9), "8"), 
:O,O}, 'WOT LOADED") )), 

({:Cr, "CI") , 
(:Cu "CU"), 



(*E, TE"), 
(:SB, "SBu), 
{:SC, "SC"), 
{:ST, "ST"), 
{:W W U ) *  
{A, "CI"), 
{:2, "ST), 
{:3* W"), 
{:4, TE"), 
(5, "UNKNOWN"), 
(:6, "CI"), 
(:7, "SB"), 
{:8, "UNKNOWN"), 
{:9, "NOT LOADED" ) ) ), 

{(A, "UM(NOwN"), 
(:2, "Line"), 
(:3, "Line"), 
(:4, "Line" ) , 
(5, "Line" ) , 
(:6, "Line"), 
(:7, "Line"), 
(:A, "Met"), 
{:B, "Outlet"), 
{:C, "Bypass"), 
{:D, "UM(NO7KN") , 
{:E, " U N K N O W )  )), 

-f& ) 

{ {:O, "Open" ) , 
{:uNKNOWN, "UNKNOWN") , 
(:S. "Closed) )), 

{ (9, "District"), 
(:DISTRICT, "District"}, 
{:F, "Distri&}, 
{:UMCNOwN, "UNKNOWN"), 
(:G, "Gate") )), 



# parser methods 
# 

.linejumber O 

.Iine-counter « progressgresscounter~ew_ogcount( 1 ) 

.he-counter-reporter << >TOC( counter ) 
( tirne, count, rate, remaining, etc ) « counter.report-params0 

self.infomtion( "Ioad completed" ) 
fem 



# semantic actions for the parser 
# 

# low Ievel tokeniser 
# 

## 
## Opens the file specified by FILENAME and scans it to derive 
## the number of lines within i t  R e m  this nwnber. 
## 



w 
## Reads the next Line of the fle and updaîes line number. 
## 
#if On tàiium, mises condition :dorasJoader-eof 
## 

# 
# methods for parsing the cumnt Line 
# 



## Grabs the first n characters h m  the current . l i n e m  
## and chops out leading blanks if you specifj. spaces-flag as 
## ":without-spaces"; retums a byte-character-vector 
## 

a-string « byte-character-vectot~ew(n) 
counter << 1; bIankfiag « -me 
-for i over  range( 1 JI) 
- 1 0 0 ~  

a-string[i]« .lioe-stream.get-char() 
-if a-stringCi] -is % ,andif blankflag -is -me 
-then counter +« 1 

else blankûag « ,faise - 
-endif 

if spaces-flag ,is :without-spaces - 
-then 

,refwn a-string.slice( counter , n ) 
-elif spaces-flag ,is - m t  ,then 

J e - a - M g  
endif - 



,methoci doras,loader.getfield() 
# Reads in the value for a field h m  the current line stream 
# assuming the delimiter is "1". Assumes field is not larger 
# than 40 characters long, 

a-string « bytestriocharacterharavector~ew(4O) 

a-char CC .Lineestnmuget-char0 
-if adchar ,is %I o r i f  a-char -is newiine-char 
-then 

Jeave 
- e k  

i -1  
a-stringci] << a-char 

-endif 

-methoci dorasJoader.create,record( a-table , list-of-fieldlistvalues ) 

## If no checking of whether the field values are valid is 
## required this meihod may be used to create the detached 
### record, populate a list of fields and insert the record. 
## The format for the list of fded values is a simple vector 
## consisting of 2-element simple vectors; field name foiiowed 
## by field value. 
## 

,local ok? « .view.startstartiw@ 



dfec.perform( field-and-vahe [ 1 ] , field-and-value [2] ) 

# We avoid a traceback whea an attempt is made to load illegai attribute values 

write("**** INSERT ABORTE. - illegai field value ****") 
-throw @insert-emr 

~ r o t e c  tion 

.~iew.end~Iwt(o k?) 

-endpro tect 

» new-object 

,endmethoci 

$ 



# 
# g a s ~ I o a d e r . m a g &  
# 
# 
# Dora Cheng, August 14,1996 
# 
# 
# This is a special purpose ascii loader. It is a su&-class 
# of doras-loader 
# 
# 
# 

def-slotted-exempIar( 

:&as-loader, 

{ 1 9  

{:doras-f oader ) ) 

s 

# 
# 
# 
# New and Init methods 
# 
# 



g a s a t a b l e  .view.coiiections[ :main ] 

dobal  gas~ode~table 

gas~ode~iabie  « .view.collections[ :gas-node ] 

dobal  as-laid-~fetence-table 

asJiid-reference-table ,view.coUeccions[ :as,laid-ceference ] 

dobai  rel-table-table 

rel-table-table « .view.collections[ ~1-table ] 

# parser methods 
# 

# Actual incoming line of data is printed: 

-if a-line jsnt -unset ,then write( newiine-ch, "Parse line: " , .a-line ) 
-endif 

# 1. next field is the mainid 

# 2. next field is the s t o c k ~ o  



# 3. next field is the network-id 

if ( network_id ~eKgetfield()) -= "" - 
then .fieIds[:networkJd] CC netwoud , 

,else write("network,id - Field #3 - is missing, record not inserted") 

-endif 

# 4. next field is the low-uode 

,if ( lowdnode « -self.get-field()) -= "" 

,then .fieids[:low-node] « lowpode 

,else write("low_node - Field #4 - is missing, record not inserted") 

Je- 

-endif 

# 5. next field is the high1iode 

,else write("highQode - Field #5 - is missing, record not inserted") 

# 6. next field is the length 

,if ( length « -sel£get,t?eld()) -= "" 

,then .fieIds[:length] « tength 

,else .fieIds[:lengthJ « "O" 



# 7. next field is the s k  

,if ( size « -self.get-fieldo) -= "" 

,then .fields[:size] cc size 

- e k  write("size - FieId #7 - is missiog, record not inserted") -- 
,endif 

# 8. next field is the material 

if( materiai « -seif.get-fieldo) -= "" - 
then .fieIds[:materiaf] « material.siice(î,î) - 

-eIse write("rnateriai - Field #8 - is missing, record not inserted") 

-endif 

# 9. next field is the pressure 

-then .fields[:pressure] << pressure 

-else write("pressure - Field #9 - is missing, record not inserted") 



# IO. next field is the comioruuea 

. fields[:corrosio~area] -seKgetfieldO 

# 1 1. next field is the state 

.fields[:state] -self.get-field 

# 12. next field is the book-num 

.fields[:boo~um] CC ~ e l f g e  t-field() 

# 13. next field is the smrtingpage-nm 

.fields[:srartingpage_num] cc -self.ge t-field() 

# pmcess mains, nodes and as laid references 



# semantic actions for the parser 
# 

## 
## 
# create gas_piain object or modines gas main object within a tightweight transaction 

# print out the values of the fields for verincation 

&te( "mahjd is " ,.fields[.msinidJ ) 
&te( "stockpo is " ,.fields[:stockjo] ) 
write( "netwoKtd is " ,.fie1ds[:netwowaJ ) 
&te( "low-node is " ,.fields[:Iowodenode] ) 
write( "hi&node is " ,.fields[d~i&node] ) 
write( "length is " ,.fields[:lengrh] ) 
write( "size is " , .fields[:size] , " ", >ifpipe,size,convtable.get( .fieIds[:size] ) ) 
&te( "material is " ..fields[:material], " ", -~lf.main~teriaIriaIco~ble.get(fields[:mate~d]) ) 
&te( "pressure is " ,.fields[qressure], " ", ~ l £ ~ t ~ p e ~ c o n v t a b l e . g e ~ . f r e l ~ : p r e s s u r e ] )  ) 
write( "comxio~atea is " ,.fields[:comsion,area] ) 
write( "state is " ,.fields[:state] ) 
write( "bookpum is ", .fieIds[:booIcnum]) 
write( "s tartingpage is ", .fields[:startingpage-am J) 

# create predicates to test whether the gas main already exists 

# perform the tests & create or m m  

local ok? « .view.startstartlwQ - 



-if _seKpipe-size,convtabIeeget( .fieids[:size] ) -isnt -unset 
-then 

dr-size << -self.pipe-size_conveable.get( .fields[:size] ) 
-else 

dr-size « "NOT LOADED" 
-endif 

dr.state « "Active" 

# We avoid a traceback when an attempt is made to ioad illegd attribute values 

write("**** INSERT ABORTED - illegai field value ****") 
-throw @insert-emr 



ok? « -tme 

-protection 

. view.end~1wt(o k?) 

,endpmtect 

## 
## 
# create gas-node objects as needed withia a lightweight transaction 

# create predicates to test whether the hi& and low gas node(s) already exist 

# perform the tests & mate 



# create aslaid-reference object as needed within a lightweight transaction 

# create predicate to test whether the object already exists 



# gerform the test & create 

# mate rd-table object as needed within a Lightweight transaction 

# create predicare to test whether the object already exists 

pred cc predicate.new( puent-name , :eq , :main ) -and 

# perfonn the test & mate 

,if rel-~ble-mble.select( pred ).size = O 
,then 

ka-offield-values « ( {:(parentme<<f , :main ) , 
{:fparent-id«l, parentid ) , 
{:~childpame<<l, :as-laid-reference ) , 
{ : ~ h i l d j d « ~  , chiidid ) ) 



Appendix D 

Program Code for Regulator Station and Valve Data Loader 



# 
# reg,stationJoader.mag& 
# 
# 
# Dora Cheng, December 13,1996 
# 
# 
# This is a special purpose ascii loader. It is a sub-class 
# ofdorasJ051der 
# 
# 
# 

# 
# 
# 
# New and Init methods 
# 
# 



# 1. next field is the smtiongum 

jf (statioq,num CC self-get-field( )) -= "" 
-then 

.fields[:station-num] « sîationgum 
- e k  

write("Station-nm - Field # 1 - is missing, record not insened") 
r e m  - 

-endif 

# 2. next field is the s ta t ionme 

-if ( station-name « -self.get-field( )) -= "" 
-then 

.fields[:stationqe] statio~name 
else - 

write("Station_pame - Field #2 - is missing, record not inserted") 
- r e m  

,endif 

# 3. next field is the station-type 



# pmcess the regrrlator station 

# sernantic actions for the parser 
# 

# create re~station object or m ode  reg station object within a lightweight transaction 

# write out the values of the fields for verifkation 

write( "station-num is " ,.f~eids[:station,pum] .as-htegea ) 
write( "stationgaxne is " ,,fields[:station~ame] ) 
write( "station-type is " , ~self.~tation,type~convtabIe.get(.fields[:station_type]) ) 

# create predicates to test whether the station already exists 

pred-station « predicatesew( :statio-um, :eq , .fieIds[:~tio~um].as-integer ) 

# pedorm the tests & mate  or mod@ 



bstate  « "Active" 

# We avoid a mceback when an attempt is made to load ilIegal auribute values 

wrîte("**** INSERT ABORTED - illegai field d u e  ****") 
~ h r o w  @insert-error 

ok? Jrue 





# 
# vaive_loader..m@k 
# 
# 
# Dora Cheng, August 21, 1996 
# 
# 
# This is a special purpose ascii loader. It is a sub-class 
# of doras-loader 
# 
# 
# 

# 
# 
# 
# New and Init methods 
# 
# 

d o b a l  valve-table 



# Actual incoming line of data is printed. 

,if .a-line jsnt -unset ,then -te( newlhe-char, "Parse h e :  " , .a-he ) -endif 

# 1. next field is the v a i v e m  

-if (vaivepum -seKget-field( )) -= "" 
,then 

.fields[:vaive_num] « valve-pum 
-el= 

write("Valve_pum - Field #1 - is rnissing, record not inserted") 
3 n i r n  

-endif 

# 2, next field is the valve-hction 



# 3. next field is the pressure 

-if ( pressure « ,seKgetfield( )) -= "" -- 
.fields[qressure] « pressure 

-el= 
.fields[qressure] "LP" 

-endif 

# 4. next field is the position 

,if ( position « ,seKget-field( )) -= '"' 
-then 

.fields[q~~sition] « position 
else - 

.fields[:position] "UNKNOWNn 
-endif 

# 5. next field is the size 

-if ( size « seltget-fieId( )) -= "" 
-then 

.fields[:size] « size 
-else 

write("Size - Field #5 - is missing, record not inserted") 
Je- 

-endif 

# ptocess the vaive 



# m t i c  actions for the parser 
# 

# create vaive object or modifj. vaive object within a ligûtweight trammion 

# write out the values of the fields for venfication 

write( "vaive_pum is " ,.fiel&[ralve_pum] ) 
write( "~alve~fimction is " ,.fields[xaivefunction] ) 
write( "presmre is " ,.fields[qressure] ) 
*te( "position is " ,.fietds[.position] ) 
h t e (  "site is " ,.fields[:size] ) 

# create piedicates to test whether the valve already exists 

pred-valve « predicate.new( :valve~um, :eq , .fields[:valve_num] ) 

# perfomi the tests & mate or mod@ 

local ok? « .view.start-1wtO - 

grotect 



dr.state « "Active" 

&.material CC T O T  LOADED" 

# We avoid a mceback when an attempt is made to ioad illegai ahbute values 

write(" **** INSERT ABORTED - illegai field value ****") 
,throw @insert-error 

ok? « ,bnre 





IMAGE NALUATlON 
TEST TARGET (QA-3) 




